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. INT~IXJCfi(X-1

GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
The Flathead Wild and Scenic River, a component of the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System, is located in Flathead and Powell Counties
in Northwestern Montana. Included are the North Fork of the Flathead
from the Canadian Border to its confluence with the Middle Fork, the
entire Middle Fork, and the South Fork from its headwaters to the
Hungry Horse Reservoir. The North Fork and the lower Middle Fork form
the' boundaries between Flathead National Forest and Glacier National
Park. The upper Middle Fork originates in the Bob Marshall Wilderness
and flows through the Great Bear Wilderness. This reach is contained
entirely within the Flathead National Forest. The South Fork flows
out of the Bob ~iarshall Wiiderness to form Hungry Horse Reservoir.·
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
The official boundary descriptions for each fork of the Flathead Wild
and Scenic River are on file and available in the office of the Forest
Supervisor, Flathead National Forest, Kalispell, Montana, and the
Regional Forester, Northern Region, Missoula·, ~lantana. The descriptions are referenced as "Boundary Map" of:
North Fork of the Flathead Scenic and Recreational River and
aerial photography of said area dated 30 June, 1977, 1:15840
Scale, Roll 5 and photos 59 through 115.
South Fork of Flathead Wild and Recreational River, and aerial
photogr·aphy of said area dated 30 June, 1977, 1:15840 Scale, Roll
5 and photos 239 through 265 and photos 277 through 319.
Middle Fork of the Flathead Wild and Recreational River, and
aerial photography of said area dated 30 June, 1977, 1:15840
Scale, Roll 5 and photos 121 through 238, and photos 115 and 116
and photos 320 through 333.
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All subdivisions and plats referred to in this description are on file
at the Flathead County Courthouse, Kalispell, Montana. A listing of
areas (Township, Range and Section location) in and through which the
boundaries are iotated may be ob"Eniiea~upon reque~st-to the Forest :..:___
Supervisor, Flathead National Forest. This information is contained
in "Flathead Wild and Scenic River Federal Register Notice" dated June
16, 1978.
The principal consideration for the boundary determination was the
area visible from the river. Other considerations, such as special
features, location of property lines, location of roads, potential
problem areas, and the likelihood of the river shifting, also influenced the location of the classified river corridor area.
The reasons for establishing a boundary va.ried with different segments
of river, depending on: (l) whether or not the adjacent land was surveye-d, (2) the classification of the land, and (3) the presence or

.,

absence of

p~iva~e

__ l

land .

ESTABLISHMENT HISTORY
·The Flathead River was one .of 27 rivers designated for study under
Section S(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-542)
for inclusion in the Natloual Wil.d and Scenic Rivers System.
The study of the river began in July 1970. Under a provision of the
Act, the Governor of Montana was given the right to jointly lead in
the study. The Governor chose to cooperate with the Forest Service
· rather than provide co-leadership.
In addition to State and Federal agencies, interested individuals and
a lO~member public advisory committee cooperated in the Flathead River
study.
Rivers must meet certain criteria established by the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act in order to be considered for inclusion in the Wild and
Scenic Rivers ,System . . Criteria include a determination of (1) freeflowing status, (2) the presence of high quality water, and (3) the
fact that the river, with its ir.~ediate environment, possesses outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar v~lues.

j
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On the basis of study findings, it was concluded that the 219.0 miles
of the river designated for study met these criteria and, therefore,
qualified for inclusion in the Nation~l Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
Public Law 94-486 (An Act to Amend the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act) was
signed into law October 12, 1976. This law a"dded the three forks of
the Flathead River to the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
Passage of this law preceded the final reviews and filing of the final
environmental statement. Therefore, both the final environmental
statement and final Study Report for the Flathead Wild and Scenic
River were complete as of the date they were submitted to the Office
of Management and Budget.
UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

,.._,

There is a wide variation among different sections of the river regarding existing development, access, and resource potential. For this
reason the Flathead Wild. and Scenic River includes sections classified
in the three categories provided for in the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act- Wild, Scenic, and Recreational. The classification.of each
river segment was dependent on the historical and current land use
along the river, and on the potential quality and type of recreational
oppo:r:tunity offered to the public. Wild river classification emphasizes
na~uralness and opportunities for solitude in a primitive, unregulated
setting with attention to free-flowing unpolluted waters, remoteness
from mechanized transportation corridors, undeveloped shorelines and
watersheds, outstanding scenery, and free-ranging wildlife. Scenic
river classification emphasizes naturalness and opportunities for
semi-private recreational opportunities with attention to free-flowing
unpolluted waters, limited road access, a shoreline and river corridor
with limited development,· free-ranging wildlife, and outstanding
scenery. Recreational river classification emphasizes diversity of
river qualities and recreational opportunities including, basically,
free-flowing and unpolluted waters, ready public recreational access,
potential for accomodating large numbers of recreationists with a wide
variety of recreational experiences provided, and high scenic values.
(See Table 1 - Attributes and Management Objectives of the Flathead
Wild and Scenic River, page 4)
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Table I
Attributes and Management Objectives of the Flathead Wild and Scenic River
Wild
Attri
butes

F~e~-fln~ing.

Scenic

Recreation
1. May have undergone some

Future
construction restricted.

l. Frf'e flowi.nR.• Future.

construction restricted.

some impoundment or diversion in the past. Water
should not have characteristics of an impoundment
for any significant distariC~e. -FUture cons-truction restricted.

2. Generally inaccessible
by road, One or two inconspicuous roads to the
area may b~ permissible.

2. Accessible by roads
which may occasionally
bridge the river area.
Short stretches of conspicuous or longet
stretches of inconspicuous and well-screened
roads or railroads parallelling river area may be
permitted-

2. Readily accessible with
likelihood of parallelling
roads or railroads along
river banks and bridge
crossings.

1.

T--

3. Shorelines essentially
3, Shoreline largely prim- 3. Shoreline may be exprimitive. One or two initive. Small communities
tensively developed.
conspicuous dwellings ~nd
limited to short reaches
land devot.ed to production of tOtal area. Agriculturof hay ~~y b~ parmitt~d.
al p~actic~s which do >oct
Watershed n"atural-like in adversely affect river
appearance.
area may be permitted,

Management
Ob-

jectives

'

4. Water quality should
4. Water ~u~lity meets
minimum criteria for
meet minimum criteria for
pri1llary contact recrE:;adesired types of recreatlon except where s.uch
tion e~cept where such
criteria would be exceeded criteria would be exceeded
by natural background con- by natural background conditions and aes"thetics2/
ditions and aeathetics2/
and capable of _suppor.ti"Qg
and capable of supporting
propakation·of aqucitic:
piopagation of aquatic
lii"e normaily adapi:ed to
life normally adapted to
habitat of the stream.
habi~at of the stream, or
is capable of & i~ being
restored ·to that quality.
1. Motorized vehicles al1. Limited motorized land
lowed on Iand area.
and water travel in ar.ea.•

4. Water quality should
meet rninimll;lll criteria for·
desired types of recreation except where such
criteria would be exceeded
by natural background conditions &- aesthet:f.cs2/ "6, ·
capaQle o.f ·supportf:ni"
propagation· of aquatic
life normally adapted' to
habitat of the stream o.r
& is being restored to
that quallty.
1. OptimUm accessibilitY
by motorized vehicle.

2. No unharmonious or ti.ew
habitations or .improVements _permitted.

2. No unharmonious improve
ments and few habitatiOns
permitt.ed.

2. May be densely settled
in places.

3. Only primit·ive-type
public use provided.

3. Limited modern screened 3. Public use areas may be
public uSe facilities per- in close proximity to
mitted, i.e. campgrounds.
rivel'".
v·isitor centers, etc.

4. Improvement of
old structures
prohibited if not in
keeping with overall
objectives.

4. Some new facilities allowed, such as unobtrusive
marinas,

4. New structure~ alloWed
for both habitation a~d
for itttensive recreation
use.

5. Unobtrusive fences 7
gauging stations & 'other
management facilities may
be permitted if no significant adverse effect on
natural character of area.

5. Unobtrusive fences,
gauging stations & other
management facilities may
be permitted if no signi~icant adverse effect on
natural character of area.

5. Management practice
facilities sUch as fences
permitted.

6. Lil!lited range of agr.iculture & other resource
uses. p_ermitted.

6. Wide range of agricul6. Full range of agriculture & other resource uses ture & other resource uses
may be pe~tted
may be pepmitted

7. Water quality Protection and/or improvement.

7. Water quality protection and/or improvement.

!

<

7. Water quality protection and/or improvement.

i-:

The following depicts the classification ,of the Flathead unit by
segments.
TABLE 2
Wild

•

Recreational
Scenic
(miles of river)

Total

North Fork
Middle Fork
South Fork

0
46.6
51.3

40.7
0
0

17.6
54.0
8.8

58.3
100.6
60.1

Total

97.9

40.7

80.4

219.0

TABLE 3
Miles of River Frontage by Ownership

State of
Montana

Private

Total
Frontage
Miles
in Unit

7

32

116

27%

102

102

23%

18

18

4%

Middle Fork
Inside Bob Marshall Wilderness

28

28

7%

Inside Great
Bear Wilderness

63

63

14%

Outside
Wilderness

38

45

1

27

111

25%

268
61%

103
24%

8
2%

59

438

River
Segment
J

National National
Forest
Park

North Fork
South Fork
Inside Bob Marshall Wilderness
Outside
Wilderness

Total Frontage Miles
%

19

58

5

13%

%of
Total
Unit

100%

The area within the Congressionally designated Wild and Scenic River
boundary; i.e., the River Management Zone, contains approximately

57,400 acres (35,000 acres Flathead National Forest, 11,800 acres
41aeie~ Nat:i-err.~:al

-Park, 9, 700 private, -and 900 acres State land).

The designating legislation a·ssigns the United States Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service primary administrative responsibility for
the Flathead Wild and Scenic River. However, Glacier National Park and
the State of.Montana retain management responsibility for lands under
their administration. Thus, all lands outside National Park Service and
State administration are administered by the Forest Service.
The preceding table is a summary of the miles of river frontage in
various ownership. (Mileage figures are based on bank miles; that is,
the total mileage given is double the river mileageJ
Fifty-four percent, or 238 miles, of classified shoreline is ln the

Great Bear and Bob Marshall Wilderness Areas and Glacier National Park.
With inclusion of the National Forest outside of the wilderness, 85
percent of the shoreline is within Federal ownership. Another 2 percent
is in State ownership. National Park land is confined to·one side of
the North Fork and the Middle Fork with scattered National Forest,
State, and private lands on the opposite bank. Wnile only 13 percent of
the shoreline is within private ownership, the land is situated so it
has potential for significant impact on the r{ver system.
ANALYSIS ·oF THE PRESENT OVERALL RESOURCE SITUATION, OPPORTUNITIES
AND PROBLEMS
ACQUISITION AND LAND USE
One of the primary goals of Congressional designation of a Wild and
Scenic River is to insure the river's natural beauty is protected for
future generations to enjoy. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provides
for this protection through the acquisition o·f scenic easements <;>n
private lands to insure they are not over-developed in the future and
that scenic and ecological values are·maintained. Lands under scenic
easement remain in private ownership. Of the over 700 privately owned
parcels within the Wild and Scenic River corridor approximately 80
percent will be protected by scenic easements. Lands may also be purchased outright i.e., fee simple acquisition. Fee acquisition will
generally. be·limited to stream access sites; key tracts needed to
·protect Wild and Scenic River values; tracts where scenic easement
exceeds 75 percent of fee value when landowners insist upon fee purchase
rather than scenic easement purchase and it is in the public interest to
do so; and fee purchase required by P.L. 91-646, Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policy Act. All fee purchases
will be on a willing seller basis. However, scenic easements may be
condemned by use of the power of eminent domain if a landowner is unwilling to grant an easement and resource protection needs require such
action. The Flathead Wild and Scenic River acquisition program will
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take 5 - 10 years, depending upon funding and staffing. Detailed
information regarding the acquisition program may be obtained from the
Flathead Wild and Sceni~ River ~and Acquisition Plan available in the
Supervisor's Office, Flathead National Forest.
Present land uses within each segment of the river corridor ate genetally compatible with the classification assigned it under the designation
act •. Timber cutting has resulted primarily from harvest of mountain
pine beetle killed lodgepole pine; clearing for subdivisions and development of private land. Portions of the private land bordering the North
and Middle Forks are used for agriculture and grazing.
RECREATION
The Flathead National Wild and Scenic River offers tremendous opportunity for recreation enjoyment and environmental appreciation by the
American· public. The Flathead unit constitutes 8.5 percent of the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System as it is presentiy constituted
(as of signing into law of the National Parks and Recreation Act of
i978; P.L. 95-625, November 10, 1978).
This unit of the national system offers a mix of Wild, Scenic and
Recreational segments and transition from designa·ted wildernesses to
more developed settings. This diversity adds to the national significance of the Flathead component. Thus, the Flathead Wild and Sceriic
Ri~er is an exceptionally valuable element of the nation's outdoor
recreation estate. Because of this value, management of this unit as an
amenity resource provides a singular opportunity to meet an important
public need. However, along with this opportunity is the challenge of
providing adequate public use while protecting resource integrity for
the enjoyment of future generations. Except for the Wild segment of the
South Fork the present level of public recreation use is not significantly impacting the esthetic or ecological integrity of this resource.
It is essential that a management program adequately maintain resource
integrity. In order to provide adequate resource protection ongoing
monitoring will be necessary to establish resource degradation thresh•
olds so that use can be positively managed within those thresholds. It
is imperative that this monitoring system provide both social and biological data on which rational, defensible management decisions can be
based. Observations by managers, actual use records of outfitters and
counting devices indicate the recreational potential for floating
presently exceeds use on the Recreational and Scenic segments. However,
Wild River segments appear to be approaching carrying capacity.
A variety of float conditions exist throughout the Flathead Wild and
Scenic River. The river ranges from fast-moving white water in deep
canyons to more placid stretches of water in broad, timbered valley
bottoms. Remote areas of the Bob Marshall and Great Bear Wildernesses
provide opportunities for long trips in relative solitude. Other
stretches of river offer opportunities for day-type use in a nearnatural to developed environment. In addition to floating, the Wild and
Scenic River offers many other recreation opportunities. Some of these
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are hunting (outside Glacier National Park), fishing, hiking, bird
watching, nature study, cross country skiing or just beholding the
river's beauty.
Recreation facilities will only be developed along the Scenic and
Recxeational segments. These developments will generally provide river
access and overnight facilities for river floaters on the North Fork and
day use opportunity such as day floater access and picnicking on the
Middle Fork. Existing campgrounds such as Big Creek on the North Fork
and commercial campgrounds on the Middle Fork now meet the needs of the
general camping public. Developments at river access sites will usually
consist of camping space limited to floaters (only on North Fork),
toilets, picnic tables, fire places, boat launch area and parking.
Access sites, mouths of major creeks and points at which floaters are
entering and leaving publicly owned shorelines will be signed along the
Scenic and Recreational segments. Only relatively minimal development
at each existing and pt·oposed ac.cess site is anticipated during this

! j

five-year plan period. Development will begin on approximately seven
access sites during the 198.0 field season. Access site development will
be accomplished with the benefit of a site analysis to determine
suitability.
Additional capital construction funds will be needed to provide adequate
public access to the river. Also, more funding support will be required
if the Flathead National.Forest'is to red·eem its responsibilities as'
lead agency in administering the Flathead· Wild and Scenic River. An
adequate level of administration will require more vis.itor conta.ct ]>y
river managers to provide public information and education and protect
resource values and private property rights.
I

i

Implementation of an effective river management program requires th.e
following:
l.

Acquisition program must be completed to provide for an·

: ·!

adequate system of public recreation ac:cess to the resource as well as.

to protect the scenic-integrity of the resource.
2.
Facility development must proceed in a timely manner to
enable optimum public use and enjoyment of the· resource.
3.
Base line use and ecological data must be collected and
analyzed so that use and impact trends can be accurately assessed
through an ongoing monitoring process.
4.
Managers must be provided with the resources necessary to
effect better on-the-ground administration.
Table 4, pages 10-12 presents the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum that
will be used as· a guidline for providing recreation experience on the
Wild and Scenic River. Wild segments will be managed as Primitive (P),

ii

I

I,
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the Scenic ·segment of the North Fork will provide Semi-Primitive NonMotorized (SPNM) opportunity and the Recreational segments will be
managed as Roaded Natural Appearing (RNA).
The following depicts the estimated cost of implementing the Flathead
Wild and Scenic River Management Plan. Costs are based.on 19SO doiiars.
Acquisition
Cost as of April 1980
Remaining Cost

$ 3,300,000
$17,700,000
$21,000,000

Development of 16 access/fl?ater
camp areas
Roads and Parking
Facilities
Administration Costs/year

$
$
$

228,000
737,000
965,000

$

83,000

A major challenge that·must be met as recreation use on the Flathead.
Wild and Scenic River increases is that of allocation and.rationing of
use, to protect reso~rce values and provide the recreation experience
opportunity for which each river segment is to be managed. Chapter IX,
Research, discusses "Visitor Profiles and Recreation Use of the North,
South and Middle Forks", a two year study presently being conducted hy a
research team from the Department of Wildland Recreation, University of
Idaho. This study will provide base line data on recreation users an:d
use areas, and will provide a system for monitoring change .in use impacts over time. The study, which is to be completed in 1981 will
provide a research foundation on which rational, equitable management
decisions regarding use levels will be made. Pending completion of the
study, no permit system for non-outfitted river users will be implemented on any fork of the Flathead River, and the outfitted public will
continue to be served by the outfitter operations presently a~thorized
under Forest Service special use permit. Number of outfitted floats
will also remain the same _as those presently authorized under permit.
Upon completion of the·results, recommended management direction based
on these results will be made available to the public for comment. A
.summary of the findings and final management direction related to river
use allocation and rationing will be published as a supplement to this
plan.
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TABLE 4
~EGRBATION

OPPORTUN11Y SPECTRUM

Rt>..:reation Opportnnity Spectrum, ·-with associated activity oppottuniti~stb~~rca_t-iq~al sett·ing requir"mt:!nts, and .experience opportunH:ies
highlY probalile for each spectrum. class. 'Ibis is a tab_le of glf;!neral desc:ri"Ptor-s of the thr_ee components of' the tipl'Ctrum classes.
'Ji"_r~_might be spe~cif:ilc activity exceptions to these gen(!nll.charactl.!r"i"s~t,i0t"-"s~c------_;__
,
I ill'

_______ ___ ---------·--

1 ''"t are

;;i'':.~·_;,rum

Class

Primitive CP)

Acrtivity Opportunities

engaged in

Viewing Outstanding Scenery
Et,ljoying Unique and/or Utlusual Envlronnents

Hiking
Cl~oss-country ~ki

touring ami snowshoeing

Ht,rseback Rilling
Canoeing
C4unping
Other, nonmotorized watercraft use
Sldawing
F.lshing
Photography

Sl'mi-primit.ive
non-ruotorized
(SPNM)

S~lOWplay

H.jJnting (big·, small game, upland birds
o'3Ud 'WaterfoWl)
Nature Study
Acquiring Genera 1 Knovlcdgc /Undt.•rHtnnd!ng
Unguided Hiking
r~neral

lnfurmation

l{ecreational

Scttin~

-to realize·

Area· is characteriz-ed by cssential1y unmodified
natural envlronmcnt-o[ fairly large sit.e. lnteracticn betveen us~rs is very lov and evidl'!n('e
of other area users f.s minimal. The area is
managed to be esseoti"ally fre;e from evidence of
man-induced teatdctions and- -con.tro-h. Motorized use within the area is n~t permitted.

Area is characterized by. a predom"inant 1-y naturnl
or natural-appearing environment of moderate-tolarge size. lnteraction between users· is lov,
but there is orten evidence of ot·her use-rs.
The nr~ll 1.:-: managed in such n Yay that minimum
on-site controls nnd rt.>st r-ictions may be. prest>nt,
but are subtle. ~lotorbed use is not permitted.

E~er:encc~_!!~

Extremely hlgh probability

of E-xperiencing considerable isolation from the
sights and sounds o( man.
indep . mdence, closeness to
nature, trariqt,~tlity, and
self-reliance thro_ugh the
appl~catioo of woodsman
skills in an.environment
that offc.rs a l1igh degree
oi dtalll"n~e and risk.
High, but not ~.iu.remely
high 1 probability of ~x

periencing the above listed
natural environme>nt elements.

::1

~pl:!ctrum

Class

Ac·tivity Opportunities

t!ngage':!_ in

St~ml-primitive

All of the activities mentioned

motorized (SPM)

in above Classes plus the following:
Motor-driven ice and snowcraft

ORV touring
Power banting

All of the activities -mentioned in
above Class(>.S plus the following:
Roaded
Hatural
Appearing (RNA)

Picnic kin&
Gathering Forest Products
Auto T('luring Ti-ailer Camping
Automtlbile Camping
Viewing Interpretive Slgns
OrganizatiOn Camping
Lodges
P~r Boating (10 UP Max)
Resort·-Comme.rcial l'~1hlic Servlcl!s
Resort-Lodging

Recreational Setting

to reali~---·-- _________E_xp_t;.0~':=_E~t_E_t.!it ies

Area is characterized by a predominant:!)' natural
or natural-appeari_ng.envlronment of moderate-tolarge size. ·Concentratio.n of userf. is Jow, but
there is often evidence of other aro::a users.
The area is managed in such a way that min I mum
on-~ite ~.;on"trols olnd reHtrlctions m;Jy be presmlt,
·but are subtle. Motorized use is permitted,

Noderate probability of
experiencing the above
listed natural environment elements, except that
ther~ is a high degree of
inte-ra<:tion with the
natural environment. Explicit opportunity is
avaiiable to use motoJ"ized
equipment while in the area

Area is {;haraC:teri?.ed by predominantly natural
dppeadng environments with moderate evidences
of 'the sights and sounds of l'Dan. Such
evidences usually ha.rmonize with the natural
environment. Interaction bet~een users may
be .low to moderate, but with evidence- of
other users pr~vall•nt. Resource modifi"cution und utlliz.otlon practices nre evid£>nr,
hut h.ormonize with the natural environment.
Conventional motorized usc is provided for in
construction standards and design of facil i.tJtJs.

About equal prolmbility to
experience affiliation with
othet user groups and for
isolation from sigh~s and
sounds of mano Opportunity
to have a high degree of
intt.>r:1ctlon w-ith the natural
l.'nviromnent. Challenge_ and
risk opportunities associated ...:ith rnore primitive
type of recreation are not
very .important, Practice
and testing of outdoor
skills m·ight be important.
Opportunitte~ for'both

motorized and non-motorized
forms of recreation are
possibl~:.

0

•;·

rl
rl

..
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Cl!£!~

Spcc..trum Cla.sa

Activity Opportunities

Rut"al (R)

All of the activities mentioned
in above Glasses plus the foll01•1 ing:

Competitive Games
lee Skating,
Scooter-Motorcycle Use
Bicycling
Spectator Sports
.logging
PaSsive use of developed

p::~.rks-~lhll

open space
Picnicking
Outdoor con_cm:t!>

Recreat-lonal Sett!EJL

~2._lizc__ . _________ .__I-2!P..!!i.cnce Op~tunities

Area is ch.uacterl:!:ed ·by substarit"ially modj fjed
natural environment. Resource' modification and
utilizati<m practices fire prim<~rl ly to cnh.mce
specifi<' rccrcation··activith•s :1nd to nmintain
vcgetat ive cover :tnd soil. S! ~hts and sounds
of man arc readily evident, and the intl'ri'H·tion
bt.•tw~~m users Is often moderate to high.
A
considerablt! nttmbcr of facilities ar~~ d€'~:dgm~d
f•Jr u~;~! by a lurge numb(!r of people,
!;a..; il !.ties nn~ oft\Jn pbwided for ~r('cinl 31..'1 ivities, MOth::rate dcnsilie~ ,tre i·LovidL>,i for
away from developed :;Itl'S.
Fndlir-h·~ f.•r
intensified mtlt:Ol'ized usl! anJ pJ.rkinr, arc
availnble.

Pr,JbabUity for (.•xpe"tiencing
affiliation With individuals
and groups is prevalent as
is thE:! t:onvcnience of sites
and opportunities. These
L.11:turs ore: ge:nernlly more
important thcon the setting
of the physical environment.
Opportunitl<:s fnr 1..ildbnd
rh.:d ll•ngt•s, rt'ii<-t.1\:ing, and
r t·~t J !\P. ·•f o•:r.dnor l;k ills
:1re P,L'tH•r-ally '~'•~U;jJ·~rtant
l!Xcept ftl.r spt~..:ific activiti~s like downhill :lkHng,
for o..;hich dmllr>nge and
rJsk-tnking art! important
Clt!mC!tH '"'·

Modern-urban
(MU)

All of the activities mentioned in

above Classes.

Area :Is characterlied by a substantinlly urbanized <>nvironment, although t:he hackgn•utHI may
havl.! natut'al-appaaring el~mcnts, Renl!•,...:dllc resource modlTicuti.Cin and- ulil.it.ation pr~tctlecs
are to enhance specific recr-~~ation acUvi.tles.
Vegetative covt!r is o[teh exotic and manicured.
Sights and sounds of tnan, on-:;: it:~, ar.::! predominant. Large numbers of users c<lll be exvected, both on-site and·in nearby areas.
Far'ilitl.es r~l[ highly_ inte-nHi£ied motor l\HC
;md parking are avail;lble with forms of ma!lS
transit often nvatlable to (·a:try people
throtlghout til(' flit«•.

Pro\J;ll;ility .for ~xpt>r h!ncing
affiliation .with i.ndlvitluals
and groups L!; prevall·nt, as
i.s rhc •onvl'nlence tlf Sites
.I;ld. qppor Lnn lt i.es.
E~per
it•ncing natural environments, ha'ving challenges
an.d ri.Hks afforded ·by.
the Oil.tural environment,
and the use of ·outd,oor skills
<l!e relatively unimportant.
Opportunilie:> for compet~tlv>.! and .:;pl•ctator sports
;.tnd for- I•HsSJvc: uses of
htghly m•m-!nfluencerl p.:trks
and open spaces nre common.
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FISH AND WILDLIFE
The variety of habitat types found in the Flathead drainage provides.
for an unusual complex of animal species. Those that are uncommon in
other areas include fisher, marten, otter, wolverine, wolf, lynx; and
mountain lion. Other mammals common to the Northern Rockies stich as
beaver, coyote, snowshoe hare, and pine squirrels are also found.
Eight species of big game native to the area include: mule deer,
whitetailed deer, elk, moose, mountain goat, black bear, grizzly
bear, and mountain lion. Two species, bighorn sheep and woodland
caribou are reported occasionally.
Approximately 200 species of birds are found in the Flathead including common upland game birds, song birds, and the less common raptors-osprey, golden eagle, and bald eagle.
Based on hunter questionnaire data, over 57,000 hunters pursue the
common game species, elk, deer, and grouse in the areas in the three
forks of the Flathead. Average annual value of this recreation is
$900,000, as derived from the 1970 National Survey of Fishing and·
Hunting.
Three "endangered" wildlife species, the peregrine falcon, the
northern rocky mountain wolf, and the bald eagle are known to inhabit
portions of the
areas. In addition, the grizzly
bear, which was classified a threatened species on September 2, 1975,
is also present.
The bald eagle is known to concentrate in large numbers near West
Glacier on the Middle Fork, during the fall Kokanee salmon spawning·
season. Birds counted at one time exceeded 600. Recent studies
indicate that a much larger number of total birds come and go during
the salmon spawning season from September to December. This probably
represents the greatest bald eagle concentration in the continental
United States. The major water courses leading to West Glacier
(North Fork, South Fork, Hungry Horse Reservoir, Middle Fork, Flathead
River) are thought to be the primary migration routes to and from
West Glacier. Through the Wild and Scenic River land acquisition
program, land is being acquired along these routes and at West Glacier
to help preserve this bald eagle habitat. Known bald eagle nesting
occurs on the South Fork and Flathead Lake.
The peregrine falcon is known to nest in the South Fork of the Flathead.
Occasionally these birds have been observed wintering in the North
Fork and South Fork Drainages of the Flathead River. Persistent use
of pesticides has helped cause the decline of the species. However,
continual human disturbance may also cause the abandonment of nest
sites. For this reason; no· recreation facilities will be developed
within one-quarter mile of the one known nest site. Any. additional
nesting sites discovered will require the same restriction.
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Research has been done on the status of wolves in Glacier National Park,
Waterton Lakes National Park, and the adjacent corner of southeastern
British Columbia. The history of wolves was constructed from a review
o£ historica~l records, and from personal checks· of reported waH ~sigli.t
ings. Results suggest an area of 57 Ell (35 miles) by 49 KM (30 miles)
ls used regularly by wolves. Six percent (63 square miles) of this area
is on National Forest and private land along the North Fork of the
Flathead River adjacent to Glacier National Park.
Reliable sightings indicate wolf activity in portions of the South Fork
and Middle Fork drainages, although breeding activity is presently
undetermined. Protection of den sites, reduction of wolf mortality to
humans, and management of sufficient numbers of prey are essential to
perpetuation of any possible breeding population.
The grizzly is a known inhabitant of the entire North Fork and South
Fork drainages, and, outside of Glacier Park, is managed as a game
species throughout Lhose areas by the Montana Department of Fish,
Wildlife and Parks. Little is known of the total grizzly bear ~umbers
i~ t~e t~o drainages:
Present ~szimates are six for the 12~ km (8? 2,
00 m1. ,
m1. ) B1g Creek dra1nage (13 m1. /bea~), 36 for the 464 km (2,v
area of Glacier National Park (8 .1 mi. /bear), and grizzly sightings are·
common throughout both drainages. In fact, approximately half of the
grizzlies taken legally by hunters during 1967-1973 in Montana came from
those two drainages.
Grizzly bear habitat in the North and"Sbuth Fork's a'"'currently being
studied by the Border Grizzly Project, University of Montana, but
complete results are not yet available. Preliminary data indicate that
important grizzly foods occur at different elevations and on various
aspects 'during spring, summer, and autumn. In general, these sites are
either areas which "green-up" very early in the spring (at lOw elevations
and on open, south-facing slopes); moist areas which contain abundant
succulent forbs, sedges. and grasses (stream bottoms, avalanche areas,
water courses, etc.); open or relatively open areas with abundant Vaccinium
or tuber production (burns, timberline, alpine); and certain phases
within habitat types which contain abundant bear foods. Small amounts
of disturbance during critical periods could have important impacts on
grizzlies, especially during May, June and early July (low-country).
Other areas offering above average food available no doubt exist, but
have not yet been identified. No measure has yet been made of the type
and quality of cover, consistently used travel routes, denning areas,
the importance of big game winter kills, ground squirrel or marmot
concentrations, or reaction of the bear to vaJ?ious logging or roading
techniques.
The conservation of endangered and threatened species and their habitats
will receive p~iority management with. regard to facility development and
recreation use. River management will be responsive to threatened and
endangered species management direction to be established in the Integgrated Forest Management Plan due for review in 1981.
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The Flathead River System is characterized by self-sustaining populations of native fishes. The cutthroat trout, bull trout, and mountain
whitefish are the dominant species. Native species of non-game fish
include northern squawfish, peamouth, redside shiner, long-nose sucker,
large-scale sucker, and sculpins.
Migratory populations of cutthroat and bull trout occur in all three
forks of the Flathead River. These fish spawn mostly in the upper
reaches of the drainages.
Introduced species include rainbow trout, brook trout, arctic grayling,
and kokanee.
The fisherman use on the three forks of the Flathead River is summarized
in the following table. The estimates are from the Montana Department
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks postal card survey of anglers.
FISHERMAN USE

YEAR
LOCATION
*Flathead River
North Fork Flathead River
Middle Fork Flathead River
South Fork Flathead River
Flathead Lake

1965
1968
NUMBER OF FISHERMEN
5,013
1,933
2,756

34,703
10,081
7,051
5,263
64 996

1974
45,460
13,206
9,236
6,894
85 144

* (between mouth of South Fork and Flathead Lake)
The Flathead River below the South Fork and Flathead Lake is included in
the table because this is an important part of the aquatic ecosystem.
Flathead lake and the lower river are dependent on the North and Middle
Forks as a spawning and nursery area for fish. In order to protect the
spawning fish and allow for adequate recruitment to the lake, four
tributaries to the North Fork, and four tributaries ·to the Middle Fork
are closed to all fishing.
The M0ntana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks estimates 55 percent
of the recru.itment for Flathead Lake fisheries coines from the North Fork
drainage and 45 percent comes from the Middle Fork . . Hungry Horse Dam
blocks all fish passage on the South Fork. However, the resident fish
in Hungry Horse Reservoir do spawn in streams tributary to the reservoir.
Direction for fish and wildlife management activities of the Forest
Service and Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks is provided
in the memorandum of understanding between Forest Service, Region One
and the Department. Reference Forest Service Manual 2611.1--l, R-1,
Supplement 45 .. Glacier National Park will retain responsibility for
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fish and wildlife management within Park bo~~daries. Montana Department
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks will continue to regulate fishing, hunting
and trapping outside Glacier National Park.
AIR QUALITY
Future air quality in the Flathead valley is a major concern that is
presently being addressed in the Flathead River Basin Environmental
Impact Study authorized by Congress in 1977. The objective of this
study is to determine baseline environmental data against which to
access the impacts of future development upon the basin. The potential
impact of energy development north of the United States - Canadian
border is of particular importance in the data that is being gathered.
The diurnal wind patterns of the basin move from north to south during
the summer and reverse during winter. Consequently the air quality on
the North Fork of the J::lathead River is more likely to be degraded. by
future developments than are the South Fork and Middle Fork. Continued
population growth in the Flathead valley will probably result in an
increase in small particulates being dispersed up the North Fork during
the summer months and major energy developments north of the border are
likely to increase these particulates along the designated portion of
the North Fork in winter.
The basin is subject to serious and persistant air inversions throughout
much of the winter. Extra-basin pollutants can adversely effect air
quality in the Flathead valley.
Air quality data collection began in 1978 and is planned to continue
through 1982. Three of the nine air quality sampling sites in the basin
are located near the North Fork. These are at the Canadian border
(Moose City), Polebridge and Columbia Falls. An airshed model will be
developed from the collected data and will provide for wind blow and
pollutant "carrying capacity" monitoring.
The Bob Marshall Wilderness and Glacier National Park have been given
Cl~ss I airshed status by Congress.
This establishes Congress 1 iiitent
to preserve, protect, and enhance the air quality of these areas. The
portions of the South Fork in the Bob Marshall Wilderness and portions
of the corridor of the ~Iiddle Fo.rk and North Forks within Glacier National
Park are in the Class I category. All other river segments including
the upper Middle Fork in the Great Bear Wilderness are Class II airsheds.
An objective of the Flathead Wild and Scenic River Management Plan will
be to maintain the air quality related values and visibilities that
presently exist along each fork of the river. This will require Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permits in the event that air
polluting industries plan developments that could impact the Wild and
Scenic River airshed. Overall air quality management direction for
Flathead National Forest including the Wild and Scenic River management
zone will be addressed in the Integrated Forest Management Plan scheduled for public review in 1981.
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WATER QUALITY
The intent of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act is to maintain designated
rivers in a free flowing condition and to protect and enhance the water
quality in those rivers.
Average annual runoff from the three forks of the Flathead River is
7,123,000 acre feet as measured at Columbia Falls just downstream from
their confluence. Of this, 719,400 acre feet enter from Canada via the
North Fork as measured at the Canadian boundary. Net estimate for
surface runoff from the porLion of land draining into the three Wild and
Scenic Rivers is 5,500,000 acre' feet. Flow measurement of each fork
(not including drainage into Hungry Horse Reservoir below Twin Creek.)
are:

South Fork Station, 0.4 mile upstream from
Twin Creek above Hungry Horse Reservoir.

1,756,000 acre feet

Middle Fork Station near West Glacier,
0.8 mile downstream from McDonald Creek.

2,160,000 acre feet

North Fork Station 1.5 miles downstream
from confluence with Canyon Creek.

2,191,000 acre feet

About 65 percent of the surface runoff originates as snow which starts
nielting in March at low elevations and continues until July at high
elevations. Peak flows occur in May and June.
The U.S. Geological Survey monitors flow at the four above mentioned
stations. Survey personnel measure selected water quality characteristics at the Canadian border and at the South Fork of the Flathead near
Twin Creek.
A number of other stations on tributaries to these three rivers have
been monitored by different groups. The purpose of sampling has been to
determine baseline data as well as effects of man's activities on the
streams. This information is needed to comply with State water quality
standards and possibly improve the environment of the streams. Presently.
water quality generally equals or exceeds State water quality standards.
The following assumptions are used in determining management direction
selected to water quality:
Maintenance of existing water quality is directly dependent on
management activities within the watershed.
Activities within the riparian zone will usually have a greater
effect on water quality than activities outside this zone.
Water quality will always be an important resource management
consideration. As population increases the water resource will be
subjected to more pressures. Water quantity and quality will need
to be monitored.
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General Hanagement Direction will be to:
Hanage the river corridor to protect and enhance the water quality
of the North Fork, Hiddle :Fork and South Fork of the Flathead
River.
Place special emphasis on protecting streamside vegetation.
Give priority to protection of water quality in cases of conflict
between water quality and other resource uses. Prevent alteration
of natural channels or streambanks that would significantly affect
(1) the free-flow of water (2) the appearance of the stream, or (3)
fish habitat (includes natural log jams) except those necessary to
protect existing man-made improvements such as buildings, highways,
and bridges.
Water quality standards must be consistent with the-objectives of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Acts--Amendments of 1972 (Public
Law 92-500) and Amendments of 1977 (Public Law 95-217). The application
of pesticides must be done in compliance with the Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-516).
Nanagement activities on all river segments will be directed toward
·maintaining water quality levels high enough for primary contact recreation. The· following briefly identifies management directio~ by river
classification.
Wild River management direction is to:
Support use of hydrologic guides (including consideration of
geology, theoretical water yield, stream channel stability) in
watershed(s) above the Wild segments and (1) discourage any activities, such as livestock wandering freely on river banks, which
would cause continuing degradation of water quality by sediment·
additions. (2) Strategically locate any sanitary facilities
(specifically outhouses with or without sealed vaults) at a dis·tance

sufficiently removed from river that no leachate from the outhouse
will reach river.
Direction for management of the Scenic River:
Support use of hydrologic guides (including consideration of geology,
theoretical water yield, stream channel stability) in watershed(s)
above the Scenic River segment and (1) control access of cattle,
motorized vehicles, horses, and pedestrians on river banks and
channels to prevent on-site erosion and downstream sedimentation.
(2) Control sanitary facilities (from houses, campgrounds, and
etc.) so that no pollution from them reaches the river. (3) Encourage environmentally conscientious use on the river to avoid chemical
or biological pollution of the river.
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Recreational River management direction will:
Support use of hydrologic guides (including consideration of geology,
theoretical water yield, stream channel stability) in watershed(s)
above the Recreational segments and (1) control access of cattle,
motorized vehicles, horses, and pedestrians on river banks and
channels to prevent on-site sediment erosion and downstream sedimentation. (2) Control sanitary facilities (from houses, campgrounds,
and etc.) so no pollution from them reaches river. (3) Encourage
environmentally conscientious use of boats on the river to prevent
any chemical or biological pollutants from reaching the river. (4)
Encourage efficient use of water volume for agriculture for both
minimum quantities of water diverted for irrigation and preventing
soil erosion and nutrient loss from agricultural lands.
MINERALS
The three forks lie on land which has experienced very little m1n1ng
activity. A few small copper claims have been worked. Based on geology
of the area, potential for high quality mineral deposits is low.
Stratabound copper may become an economic material of the future. It is
scattered throughout the area. There are three inactive patented
placer mining claims on the North Fork. Rock (fo:, crushing) and gravel
of commercial value occur locally. Mineral fuels--oil and gas--are
suspected of being present along the Continental Divide and in the
Whitefish Range. Oil seeps have been found around Kintla Lake in
Glacier National Park near the North Fork corridor. No mineral fuels in
the area are presently in commercial production. However the possibility exists that commercial.oil and gas deposits exist in the river
management zone.
All river segments classified as Wild are permanently withdrawn by the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act from all mineral activity. The act does not
withdraw segments classified as Scenic and Recreational. However, in
response to a request from the Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of
Land Management, U.S. Department of the Interior, withdrew the Scenic
and Recreational segments from location and entry under the 1872 mining
law on October l, 1973. This action was necessary to extend the mineral
activity withdrawal effected by designation of the Flathead River as a
"study" river with passage of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968.
A subsequent amendment to this act extended the withdrawal of the
Flathead Scenic and Recreational segments until 1991. Management
direction will be that on National Forest lands no surface-occu.pancy for
oil and gas exploration, or locatable mineral exploration, extraction or
other related activity will be permitted on surface areas within the
Wild and Scenic River corridor boundary. Subsurface activity is permitted if there is no surface and vegetation disturbances, surface subsidence or adverse impact on water quality. On private lands, mineral
development will be managed through Scenic easement restrictions that
generally follow mineral development restrictions on National Forest
lands.
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CULTURAL RESOlJ"RCES
In conjunction with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Study of the three forks
of the Flathead River, an archaeologieal study was conducted by the
Montana Statewide Archaeological Surv.-y, D.-partment of Anthropology,
University of Montana, in 1970·. The survey was made by Dale ahd Lynn
Fredlund and the.results published in Archaeology in Montana, Volume 12,
Number 2-3, April-September, 1971.
Twenty-five sites were identified, most were along the South Fork. The
majority of the sites recorded related to late prehistoric Salish or
Kootenai movements into, or through, the mountains on trips to the
plains. The 1964 flood significantly influenced the findings of the
study, especially along the Middle Fork. Any sites that might have
existed on these low terraces were obliterated during the flood - either
buried or washed away. The same is true for other portions of the
river~

but to a lesser degree.

I.

i

The 1970 Archeological Survey was not a comprehensive study, but was
designed to try and determine prehis.toric occupational patterns.
Presently there are no historic sites on or·nominated to the National
Register of Historic Places within the classified Recreational River
corridor.
River Management activities will comply with Executive Order 11593,
Section 106 of the Historic Preservation Act and 36 CFR 800. Cultural
resource inventories will be conducted prior to any management undertakings such as roads, trails, campgrounds, picnic areas and launch
sites, which have the potential to adversely effect cultural river
properties. Cultural resource inventories of all three river forks will
be conducted in conjunction with a phased inventory of Flathead National
Forest.

i
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VISUAL RESOURCE
Recreational, Scenic and Wild Segments outside Wilderness
The scenic qualities of the Flathead Wild and Scenic River are one of
its major attractions.
Numerous features combine to make the Flathead River an attractive
scenic area of high variety. These features are as follows:
Views and vistas o.f scenic Glacier National Park; Scenes of snowcapped mountain peaks; Cliffs and rocky landscape features; Foreground and background views of tree covered slopes interspersed
with grass and brush field openings; Crystal clear water conditions
in deep pools, cascades, rapids; and view opportunities for a
variety of wildlife such as: deer, elk, bear, birds, and furbearing animals.
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The landscape character along these segments of the river is highly
varied. The river runs through steep rocky canyons, meanders around
gravel benches, and spreads out in flat valley bottoms. Potential for
wildlife viewing is high. In some areas, development is seen in the
immediate foreground and in other areas a natural landscape character
prevails. Views range from closed-in gorges to vistas of mountain
peaks.
Assumptions are that: The varied and natural appearing characteristic
landscape is a major attraction and one of the reasons for classification.
Maintenance and enhancement of the existing characteristic landscape is
desirable.
Management direction will be to provide for a natural-appearing landscape within the classified river corridor, maintain variety in the
landscape by having a mixture of openings, mature forest cover, and.the
various stages of forest succession, direct management activities such
that characteristic landscapes are maintained over time.
Lands within the cort·:i,dor of the South Fork Wild segment have a recommended visual quality objective of preservation. Preservation allows
ecological changes only. Management activities are not permitted
except for safety purposes and very low visual impact facilities.
National Forest lands and private lands under scenic easements seen from
the river have recommended visual quality objectives of retention or
partial retention. Retention management activities repeat form; line,
color, and textures which are frequently found in the characteristic
landscape. Vegetative clearings and management activities should not
be evident to the casual forest visitor.
Reduction in form, line, color, and texture contrast in order to meet
retention is to be accomplished during the operation or immediately
after. Management activities for enhancement of wildlife habitat· and
timber harvest are to be planned to meet the retention objective within
one year after completion of the project.
Under partial retention, management activities remain visually subordinate to the characteristic landscape.
Activities may introduce form, line, color, or texture that is found
infrequently or not at all in the characteristic landscape, but they
should remain subordinate to the visual strength of the characteristic
landscape.
Reduction in form, line, color, and texture to meet partial retention
are to be accomplished as soon after project completion or within the
first year. Management activities for enhancement of wildlife habitat
are to meet the visual quality objective of partial retention within one
year after completion of the project.
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The Visual Management System (Forest Service l'lanual, 2380) will be used.
as a guideline for management of the visual resource.
Final vj__su-ElJ management direction for National Forest lands seen. from

river segments outside wilderness will be provided in the Flathead
Integrated Forest Management Plan to be developed during 1980 and 1981.
Visual quality objectives on private lands under scenic easements will
be determined by the terms of the easements.
Visual quality objectives for
Montana Department of Natural
seen from the North Fork will
randum of understanding to be,

State Trust lands administered by the
Resources Division of Forestry that are
be determined in the inter-agency memodeveloped by the managing agencies.

Wild River Segments in Wilderness
The Wild segments that flow through wilderness are high quality, free
flowing rivers. The Wild segment of the Middle Fork extends from its
headwaters to Bear Creek, through the Bob Marshall and Great Bear
Wildernesses. The South Fork Wild segment flows through the Bob Marshall
Wilderness from its headwaters to just above Meadow Creek Gorge.
Assumptions are that: Visual characteristics will only be changed by
natural processes and visual management is not applicable because this
segment is inside wilderness.
The visua;t quality objective for wilderness is preservation. Preservation allows ecological changes only. Management activities are not
permitted except for safety purposes and very low visUal impact facilities.
OTHER RESOURCE INFORMATION
A more indepth discussion of the resources and the river environment can
be reviewed in. the uFlathead Wild and Scenic River Proposal Final
Envirori.mental ·statement" dated March 2, 1977, which is available in ti.ie
Supervisor's Office, Flathead National Forest, Kalispell, Montana. That
document serves as the Environmental Impact Statement under which this
plan is developed and implemented.
The resource situations, assumptions and management direction for each
classified Wild and Scenic River segment are addressed in Chapters III
through VIII.
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GENERAL
This management plan is intended to be a comprehensive document for
management of the Flathead National Wild and Scenic River for a fiveyear period beginning with the date of approval. It provides a framework tor dynamic planning that identifies overall management objectives
while allowing sufficient flexibility to accomodate changing circumstances, improvements in techniques of river management and to reflect
more current information and experience. The plan will be reviewed
yearly after the conclusion of the summer recreation season.
Elements such as those related to acquisition and development status,
management policies and carrying capacity will be revised as needed.
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CHI\PTER II
MllNAGErfNT OBJECTIVES AND FDLICIES

GENERAL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
1.
Management of each stretch of the Flathead Wild and Scenic River
Unit in a manner consistent with the ·classification assigned to it by
Public Law 94-486, the designating Act.
2.
Provision of optimum opportunity for public use and enjoyment
through a positive management attitude regarding the public's resource.
3.
Maintenance of the scenic, ecological and recreation integrity
of the resource through responsible management that emphasizes visitor contact and education, careful monitoring of use to determine
thresholds of adverse impacts and management of use levels within
social and biological carrying capacity based on sound, planned
research.
4.

Protection of private land rights within the designated corrido.r.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES
Policy--To·achieve the above objectives, the following policies are
established:
1.
Manage the unit to provide for its use and enjoyment consistent·
with resource capability.
2.
Manage the use with a minimum of regulation and a maximum of
visitor contact and education.
3.
Acquire lands and interests in lands only to the extent neces.sary to protect, maintain, and/or enhance the river corridor, and the
recreation opportunity objectives established in the river management
plan.
4.
Manage the unit to provide activity opportunities commensurate
with Outdoor Recreation Opportunity Classes Primitive (P), SemiPrimitive Non-Motorized (SPNM), and Roaded Natural Appearing (RNA),
as shown on Table 4 . Opportunity class will be determined by the
classification of each river segment as specified in the Act and each
segment will be managed to provide the corresponding recreation
activity opportunities.
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5.
Manage river segments which flow through components of the National
Wilderness Preservation System in a manner which will feature the preservation of the wilderness resources includ{ng solitude, natural environments, and opportunities for primitive, unconfined activities offering
challenge.
6.
Coordinate management of the unit with other Federal, State and
local agencies having primary or concurrent jurisdiction, and where
appropriate, enter into memoranda of understanding or cooperative
agreements.
7..
Review land management plans, projects, and contracts affecting
lands within or adjacent to prescribed boundaries of the unit to assure
that prop"osed and ongoing projects and activities are in conformance
with the purposes of the Act. Particular attention will be given to
such activities as timber harvesting, road construction, and other land
and vegetative modification projects.
8.
Through land management planning,
management objectives for each segment
River necessary to, as a minimum, meet
criteria of the Wild and Scenic Rivers

identify specific water quality
of the Flathead Wild and Scenic
the legislatively established
Act.

9.
Maintain and/or obtain legal rights to sufficient water to meet the
management objectives of each segment of -the Flathead Wild and Scenic
River. Place high priority on identifying and securing adequate instream flow rights for those purposes where the potential for alteration
of streamflows exist.
10. Emphasize user education and information. When necessary, direct
management techniques will be prescribed that are sensitive to the
values users seek. Only that level of regulation and development
necessary to achieve management objectives will be imposed.
ll. Coordinate visitor information programs with the private sector and
other agencies.
12. Establish a combination of use limits and other management procedures such as·mandatory use permits, group size limits, designated
launch and campsites which best achieve the objectives of the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act and provide substantial benefits to the public.
13. Exchange technical information among the cooperating agencies to
.establish resource capacity, and train managers and administrators to
augment the protection, maintenance, and opportunities on Wild and
Scenic Rivers.
14. Establish and sign boundaries to enhance public awareness regarding
private property.
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Responsibility: Each National Forest District Ranger has the following
responsibilities:
1.
Ensure that the river is managed consistently, in a manner which is
legally and administratively just, and with the intent of retaining an
enduring river resource.
2.
Balance use of the river corridor according to objectives established in the river management plan.
AGENCY ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The following will be the responsibilities of the various agencies as
provided for in the memoranda of understanding.
FOREST SERVICE
l.
2.

Designate a river manager for each fork of the river.
Monitor public use of the river and make yearly user counts.

3.
Identify and coordinate research needs, collect and disseminate
resource data.
4.-

Develop and initiate a schedule of river patrol activities.

5.
Develop brochures and hand out maps of consistent standard throughout tlie river system in collaboration with the National Park Service.
6.
Provide public information at developed river launch sites, District
and Fore-st Supervisor's offices, and Glacie"r Park offices.
7.

Is.sue all float permits as permit systems are instituted·.

8.
Develop a standard safety guide and check list as an educational
tool.
9.
!ni"tiate a training program for river managers and river rangers
aimed t'oward developing proficiency in river boating skills.
10. Educate the users to the need for and use of no trace camping
techniques.
11.

Enforce a pack it in--pack it out policy for all users.

12. Set river gauges at designated launch sites and provide information
correlating river levels to degree of difficulty,
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13. Conduct an annual interagency activity review meeting prior to the
start of each floating season.
14. In cooperation with the other involved agencies develop an interagency memorandum of understanding by the 1981 field season to provide
coordinated management of Flathead Wild and Scenic River "resources.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
l.
Compliment Forest Service leadership agency role in joint management of the Flathead Wild and Scenic River.
2.
Designate river rangers and river managers to coordinate field and
policy activities.
3.
Collaborate with Forest Service in patrol, public information, and
other vlsitor relaLeU acLivities.
4.

Record"wildlife sightings.

5.
Collaborate in identifying research needs and in supporting research
activities.
6.
Record data concerning public use in connection with Forest Service
efforts, and to share the data with the Forest Service.
7.
~!onitor impact on campsites and other stopping places on National
Park shores, and to share monitoring efforts on islands or other sites
where the agency boundary is indistinct.
8.
Remove from the immediate river foreground and river view such
expendable facilities as River Camp and unplanned access roads along the
North Fork, Y.C.C. Camp parking on the Middle Fork, and all debris which
is in National Park Service waters or shores.
9.
In cooperation with the other involved agencies develop an interagency memorandum of understanding by the 1981 field season to provide
coordinated management of Flathead Wild and Scenic River resources.
MONTANA DIVISION OF FORESTRY, DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
1.
Compliment Forest Service leadership agency role in joint management of the Flathead Wild and Scenic River System.
2.
Retain administrative management jurisdiction over State lands
within river segments but submit management plans and/or projects to the
respective Forest Service Ranger District for review prior to inception
of plan/project.
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3.
Incorporate into current State Forest Land Use Authorizations
(SFLUA's) any additions or deletions necessary to comply with the
management guidelines of the river segment involved that would not
be in conflict with state laws governing SFLUA's.
4.
Allow the public general use of the lands described in the Flathead
Wild and Scenic River Environmental Impact Statement as herein described
by this management plan.
5.
Cooperate with Forest Service in solving any adverse impacts placed
upon State lands by increased and/or restricted recreational use.
6.
In cooperation with the other involved agencies develop an interagency memorandum of understanding by the 1981 field season to provide
coordinated management of Flathead Wild and Scenic River resources.
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF FISH, WILDLIFE AND PARKS
1.

Establish seasons and bag limits on the· fish and wildlife resource.

2.
Collect research and management information on the fish and wildlife resource.
3.
Enforce the laws of the State of Montana that pertain to fish,
wildlife, and the recreational use of both public and private lands.
4.
Cooperate with the Forest Service and other participating agencies
in monitoring and managing the recreational use of the Flathead Wild and
Scenic River System.
5.
Cooperate with the Forest Service and other participating agencies
in identifying and minimizing the negative impacts of Wild and Scenic
Rivers designation and management.
6.
In cooperation with the other involved agencies develop an interagency memorandum of understanding by the 1981 field season to provide
coordinated management of Flathead Wild and Scenic River resources.
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CI-WTER III
MIDDLE FORK WILD RI\It:R SEtf'ENT
RESOURCES
WILDERNESS
Situation
The Middle Fork Wild River segment flows through the Bob Marshall and
Great Bear Wildernesses from its headwaters to Bear Greek. The river
corrid9r receives moderate use from ·both wilderness and r:lver viSitors.
The focus of use is in the vicinity of Schafer Meadows. There are 12
outfitters operating in the drainage, three of whom are perU!itted to
conduct float operations. There are approximately 40,000 visito;r 4ays
of use in the Great Bear Wilderness ammally. A high percentage of
these visitors and those visiting the Bob M.arshall Wilderness use or
pass through the river corridor.
The Schafer Meadows Airstrip is open to p1Jblic use •. The majority .9f
river flqaters arrive by plane and begintheir floats at SchafE!r·~f:!ll.dows .
. There is relatively little floating done above this point. Other meilri.s ..
of reaching the river corridor are over .trails on foot or horseback.
Overland mechanized travel is prohibited in the area.
Major land access routes are the Big River Trail, Morrison Creek.Trail,
·and Granite Creek Trail. Lesser-used routes are the Gateway Creek,
• Strawberry ·creek, and Cox Creek Trails.
River use has. increased significantly since classification. Although
specific river use data is not available, <>bservations during 1978 and.
1979 confirm this trend. Present use isprobably in the vicinfty of 150
river floaters per year. The most often-'used launch point is Sc]lafer
Meadows. Some trips originate as far upriver as Gooseberry Park. The
primary float season is June 1 to July 15.
Visitors come to seek the extremely challenging white water experience
and high-quality fishing, as well as the opportunity for a primitive
recreation experience in a natural environment.
·
Assumptions
The purpose of this plan is to manage the river and the river user only ..
Wilderness and river use will continue to increase, as will impacts on
the river corridor.
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Visitors are attracted to the area by the opportunities for a challenging white water trip, solitude, and a primitive recreation experience
and the natural environment.
Protection of the wilderness resource. will receive first priority in
managing the river resource.
There will be a continued demand for more :float outfitter permits.
Management Direction
. Direct management of riv<'!r uses and !lCtivities toward maintaining the
natural environment and opportunities for solitude and primitive recrea~
tion experiences.
Manage numbers of float ol1tfitj:erpepnits .and outfitter use at current
levels until further data indi.cat.es these levels should be modified.
Stress low :impact use of the riv"'r through visitor education p;tograms
and contacts.
Continue river research to re:fin:e carrying cap<J.cities and. to assess
visitor needs and preferences.
Consider log jams and individha.l ''sw10epers;, a.s a natural hazard not to
be removed.·
Manage the Wild segment of the Middle For~ for a Primitive (P) Recreation
Opportunity (See Table 4).
--FOREST COVER
Situation
The river corridor supports.'! variety of tree species, depending.on
aspect, elevation, soil type, and fire history. Due to the .fir"' history
of the area, lodgepole p~ne is the major tree species. Do11glas-fir,
Engelmann spruce, arid subalpin"' fir are present to a lesser degree.·
There have been no commercial timber sales in the river corridor. One
rehabilitated logging road runni:n;gfromHighway 2 into Dirty Face Creek
exists in the river corridor. ·Some timber has been cut in the past for
construction and maintenance of <J.dministrative facilities and outfitter .
camps, for firewood, and in the process of maintaining trails.
Assumptions
The unaltered forest cover is an integral part of the Wild River corridor.
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Management Direction
Exclude timber cutting except as needed in association with primitive
recreation experiences, such as trail maintenance, in the process of
fire protection, or for administrative purposes.
·
RANGE
Situation
There are very few suitable grazing areas in the river corridor from
Highway 2 to the mouth of Granite Creek. Above that point; .conditions
are only slightly better. These areas consist of scattered openings
stocked with native ·grasses. Due to the popularity of t;he river .cor-·
ridor and the associated. recreational stock use, most of the.areas .are
fully utilized up.toaccepted wilderness standards. In,creased stocksupported river use will place increased demands on a limited resource.
There are no Grazing Permits in the area.
Due .to a lack of funding, the Forest Servic:e has not imrentoried :ra,nge
conditions. As a result; there is no background information to use in
assessing forage trends. A range study will begin inl9!lp tO gather
this information. From the study, carrying capacities wiF be d~veloped
for each allotment describing acceptable levels of use. Allocation . of ·
the forage. resour~e must consider wildlife' esthetics' outfitter, ..
private and administraf:ive ca:tegories.
·
·
Assumptions
Within the river corridor, forage resources are limited
cases, fully utilized.

~tnd·, in.

mimy

The demand for forage.will increase somewhat as river and general·
wilderness use increase.
Management Direction
Place major emphasis on acquiring range resource data and developing·
carrying capacities.
Encourage or, if necessary, require the use of the methods that will
reduce dependence on grazing.
Deny requests for stock grazing, other than recreational pack stock.
Give priority to wildlife and est)J.etics if conflicts develop between
forage needs for wildlife and recreational pack stock.
·
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FISH and WILDLIFE
Situat:lon
The M.iddle Fork supports an excellent native fishery of westslope cutthro8-t· t.rout, bull trout, and mountain whitefish. Past manag€:mentefforts have been to maintain and improve this fishery without introdqcing !lOU-native species. The high-quality fishing has drawn many
. visitors to the area.
A wide vari('!tY of wildlife species inhabit or frequent the river corridor. Big game species such as whitetail and mule deer, elk, moose, and
black imd grizzly bear are included. Game birds common to the river
corridor are Franklin and r1.1ffed grouse.
The open slopes. above Spruc<e .. Park .are .critical winter. range .for· elk, The
ri v<er hotto!U, especially in. the vicinity . of Schafer Meadow,;, is critical
Winte.·r ·.·r·.a.n···ge. for·· ·m·oo'se· J•t- ;~
::~l~n
__ ,_- rrir.<~.•l """'l:'_,_...,.u,c; ·ra':":;Q;:::. .~.-: ... g· r-i·zzl.ies.
~

·~

--~-:----:--

.c-.-.:.: . . -

Big game .huntin? is a maj 0 r l,lse during the fall.
are tia:ppe4 in small numbers,

~~<;>-

...............

-

Furbearers and coyotes

Managen\;i£nt of' w:i.l9life species is .the responsibility. of the Montana
Depart:me':lt of Fish, Wildlife, imd Parks,
Assnmptions
Wildlife is an essential part of the Wild River environment .
. River use is at low levels and occJlrs at a ..time when it ;ill have the
least· effect on wildlife.
J;ncreased river us.e will place increased pressure on the fishery.
Management Direction
See pages . 13 through 15 for additional discussion of fish and
wildlife including threatened and endangered SJ?ecies an<! management
direction,
VISUAL
Refer to page

20

for discJlssion of the visJlal resource.
LAND USES AND PROTECTION

LAND OwNERSHIP
Situation
All lands within the Wild River corridor are public lands under the
administration of the Forest Service.
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Asslimption
Land ownership will not change.
Management Direction
Continue public ownership.

FIRE
Situation
In recent years in the Middle Fork, fire occurrances have been low, .and
the fires have been relatively small. Historically, however, large ·
fires have occurred as evidenced by the vegetative patterns. Over 80% of
the Middle Fork drainage has burned at least once in the past. century.
In recent years, man-caused fires have not been a significant problem.
Fire· detection is by aerial patrol. Suppression is accomplished by
smoke jumpers aJ?,d ground crews. Mechanized equipfl1ent s~chas PUDJPS,
cbaitisaws, and helicopters have beeri. used in the suppre·ssion efforts.
A. study which will lead to a Fi.re 1-Janagement Plan for the Bob Marshall
Wilderness is· currently underway in the South Fork. The first p9rtion
of the study will be completed in 1980. The study will then continue
through other portions of .the Bob Marshall. Gi;len current management
direction, the same type of study will 'be. conducted on the Great.Bear
'Wilderness at some point in time.

)
f

Assumptions
Current management policy is to develop pla'ns which will allow fire to
play a .more natural role in wilderness. This will include the entire
Wild River corridor.
Until the fire plan is implemented, all 'fires will be suppressed.
Management Direction
Continue with development of the Bob Marsh.all Fire Management Plan, and
extend the.work to include the Great Bear Wilderness.
Meet fire suppression objectives with methods that least alter the
natural setting of the river corridor.
~

INSECTS AND DISEASE
Situation
In.sects and diseases have not been a major ·problem in the Middle Fork.
Endemic infestations of mountain pine'beetle have been identified in and
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adjacent to the river corridor. Wilderness and Wi).d River designations
preclude the management option of harvesting infested stands.
Assumptions
Insects and disease are a natural part of 't'lilderness and the Wild :RiV'e_r

corridor.
The potential exists for a mountain pine beetle epidemic in lodgepole.
pine stal).ds in the river corridor.
Other insects and diseases are not a problem at this

tim~.

Management Direction
.Conti!l.ue to monitor insect population changes.
course within the. river

~orridor

w4en they occur.
Exclude harvest. of infest,;d or diseased trees from the river corr:i.dor.
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES AND. IMPROVEMENTS
TRANBPORTATION
Situation
T.4e main floater access to the river corridor is by fiying to Schafer
Meadows. Land routes follow the Big River, Morrison Creek, Granite·
Creek, Cox Creek, Strawberry Creek, and Schafer Creek Trails. These
rou~es are opE!ned a:.;mually.
Major reconstruction will begin on the
Morrison Creek Trail. in l9SO. Gener11lly, trail conditions are dete:.;.iorating, due to a lack of funding priority needed to complete hea'Vy
maintenance. Trail signs are generally adequate and are'limited to·
those necessary to identify trail junctions,
Assumptions
The demand for access sites, trail heads, and satisfactorily maintai!l.ed
trails will increase as use

~ncr~ases.

Funding for this type of wo.rk will continue to be in sho.rt supply ..
Management Direction
Establish consistent funding levels that will allow completion of the
necessary work.
Use Human Resol).rces Programs to accomplish the work to the extent pos!"ible.
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[~f)
SIGNING AND BOUNDARY POSTING

'i

Situation
The river corridor .boundary is not signed; there i·s little need for such
signing on the Middle Fork.
11

Assumption
There will.be only a few areas where the boundary of the Wi1d'River
corridor will need to be marked on the ground.
Management Direction
Identify boundary segments that need signing, and complete work as
funding becomes available.
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
Situation
Forest net r.adios pr 0vide ,the only commtinications into and out of the
river cOrridor. A basi;. station is located at Schafer Work Center;•

\

/

Wildernf!SS gl!a;cds a,n<l trail cr.,~s n()FmallY carry portabl!" radios< that ,
can reach th~.P'\S\" stati()l:l· .\4hen thf!Y are working in the river corridor
they can provide emergency <;omnumications. The radio at the work Cf!nter
is capable of reaching both the Spotted Bear Ranger Station andthe
Flathead Sllpeiv~s()r' & O:f:fice, The n1dio system is maintained for admin~ . ,
istrative ,use and is available to ,the public only in ,emergency sftuations.
AssUmption
The existing communicatiO)l syste!ll is necessary for administrative··
pucyoses and serves a vit'\l ·public 'need in emergency situations.
'Management Direction
Continue to maintain the existing communication system. As funds become
available, seek to i!llprove the radio net serving the area.
MOTORIZED AND MECHANIZED USE
Situation
The river corridor and surrounding area is closed to public use with
motorized vehicles except for the Schafer Airstrip. Administ'rative rise
of such equipment is allowed by the Wilderness Act and the Wild arid
Scenic River Act, subject to approval by the Forest Supervisor, .or the
Regional Forester. In the past, approval has been granted for emergency
situations such as fire' and search and rescue and in cases where work
cannot be accomplished by other than mechanized means'.
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The Schafer tleadows Airstrip, which is located just outside the river
corridor, remains open for public use as directed by records of intent
prepa.red by Congress when the Great Bear Wilderness was established.
Direction is to maintain use levels that existed at the time the wilderness was designated. Since ·that time, use has increased considerably.
A portion of the inCrease is due to expansion of tiver u·se.
Assuinpt:l.ons
There will be a continuing demand and need for motorized equipment in
·the river. corridor.
At some time in th.e future, there .will be requests to expand the Schafer ·
Meadows Airstrip and to do maintenance work with mechanized equipment.
'Use of the Schafer Meadows Airstrip will continue to increase:
1-lan~gc:ment

DireCtion

Prohibit public use of motorized equipment in the river corridor.
PE;rinit administ·rative -Use of- motoriZed -eqUipment i:h e~e:r;'&eD:Cy ~, sitha.:..
tio'ns-, i ~ e ~ -;: -_rite;_, arid :search and---;_reSCue ~

i:leet,:fire <supJ?:te.ssionobjectives using metlJ.:ods that least alter the
natur~:J, state of the rivei:'corridor'when mechanized ~~1l:ti?ill~\'i.':i.s
authprized.
Permit ,other administrative uses of mechaiii:zed •eqllipinenf ()illy 'v,heii the
w6rj2 ~11nnot be accomplished by primitive me11ns :. Within wilderness, ·
:tequests·for mechanized equipment use will be evaluated using wilderness
'standards; the most restrictive criteria will apply. .
.
Determine appropriate use levels of Schafer ijeadows i\irstrip if1 the Bob
.'flarshall/Great Bear Wilderness action plan to b.e developed at a lati~r
date;
·
VISITOR.MANAGEMENT
Situation
At present, three float outfitters are permitted to operate on the
Middle Fork. They are permitted to launch a total of three trips per
week.
Currently there are no limits or restrictions ori private trips.
Assumptions
Demand for all types of river experience will continue to grow.
Each river trip will cause additional impacts on the river corridor and
the wilderness, where the two overlap.
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The opportunity for solitude is the key.social value on the Wild
River and in wilderness.
The carrying capacity of the Wild River is relatively low when compared with other river classifications.
The carrying capacity can be exceeded by a relatively sinall increase
in total visitor use.
Estimated carrying capacities will be set at a conservative level
until river studies show that higher use level'\ .are acceptable.
Mana~ement

Direction

.Continue ·outfitter use and numbers at present levels.
Conductriver studies to. further refine carrying capacity figures and
.to assess user preferences and needs, See Chapter IX, Research;
ADMINISTRATION ORGANIZATION, AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Situation

)

Administration of the Middle Fork Wild River is the. joint responsibility of the Hungry. Horse and Spotted, )lear District Rangers. The
Hungry Horse District has been designated the lead District for coor~
dinatirl,g matters that affect the entire river: A dvermanager has
beeiJ. <Je:;;ignated on each District to.perform regular.river administration duties.
·
The current river management organization on the Hungry Horse Dist~;ict
cons~sts of tb,e river maiJ.ager and one seasonal wilderness guard .. On
tl:te Spotted .Bear District it consists of the river manager, 'One wilderness 'ranger, and one wilderness guard. All of these individuals
h.ave otl:ler · adminis.trative responsibilities. Less than 20% of their
time is.spent.on river administ:r:ation.
Assjllllptions
The present organization is not adequate .to administer the river.
A high-quality visitor information and .education program is essential
to. maintain river values and to provide a .satisfactory
and safe river
.
.
eXJ?erience.
Management Direction
Place high priority on providing quality visitor information.
Continue to train those involved in the river V:j.sitor Information
Service (VIS) and good Host programs.
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@tl'
Provide an adequate work force to achieve the objectives of this plan .
. Develop an effective visitor education program.
STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS

Situation
There are three administrative cabins located in the river corridor.
They are located at Spruce Park, Granite, and Gooseberry Park. Each
cabin has a corral, barn, and outhouse associated with it. Gooseberry
Park and Spruce Park cabins also have a water system.
The Schafer Work Center and Airstrip is located immediately outside the
river corridor.
In addij:ion, to these faciliti<;:>, there .is one public pit toilet located
at the Schafer launch site. TJ:lis toilet is essential for sanitary
purposes.

There is one outfitter.base camp within the river corridor.
Assumptions

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Administrative .. ;facilities will cont:j.nue. to be es~ential :tor future
management.
The outfitter camp will continue to serve.a public need in the future.

Screen administrative facilities •from view ·from the river or blend thelll
into the river sej:ting with design techniques and earth tone colors.
·Modify the existing outfitter .camp to achieve a more compatible blend
with the river environment or en~ourage relocation.
Withhold approval of additional outfitter camps in the river corridor.
'Re-evaluate the need for public toilet facilities on a case-by-case
basis.
RESEARCH
Situation
Research studies have been cond)lcted in the river cor.ridor in the past.
There is presently one ;l.Ctive fishery study. Active research on river
carrying capacity and users will begin in 1980. See Chapter IX, Research.
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LrntJ
Assumptions
There will be a continuing demand to conduct a variety of studies in the
river corridor.
There will be a continuing need for river studies to refine management
.techniques.
Management Direction
Evaluate requests for research studies to insure that study methods are
compa·tible with river values and management direction.
Evaluation of requests for research studies will also consider the
extent to _which the study will benefit river management or, where
applicable, wilderness management._

)'
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CHAPTER IV
MIDDLE FORK RECRFATIOOAL RIVER

SE~NT

RESOURCES
WILDERNESS
Situation
The classified Recreational segment of the Middle Fork is from Bear .
Creek to its confluence with the South Fork. It does not flow through
a designated wilderness, but wilderness values are exhibited in some
adjacent lands. Within Glacier National Park, along the north and e11,st
bank of the river from Walton Ranger Station for 33 miles to West
Glacier, the l"nds within the river corridor and "djacent are administratively man"ged by the N"tional P"rk Service "s wilderness. On the
south and west side of the river, along the main ridge separ"ting the
Middle from the South Forks, but· not contiguous to the river corridor,
is" long finger like portion of the designated Gre"t Bear Wilderness.
Assumptions
The character of the National·Park lands within and adjacent to the
river on its north and east bank ·between Walton Ranger Station and West
Glacier will retain their wilderness attributes, will continue to be
managed as de facto wildernes.s, and in the future will receive official
classification as a part of the National Wilderness Preservation System.
The National attention and publicity given the classified river and
Glacier Park will continue to draw people to the area in increasing
mlnibers for recreational pu:.Cposes. Commercial rafting services are
allowing more people to appreciate the wilderness values of the park and
the recreational values of the river's near natural setting. The ease
of access was not available to everyone in the past. The nearby Great
Bear Wilderness will continue to attract recreation visitors of all
types to the upper Flathead valley in conjunction with the other varied
recreational opportunities in the area •.
Management Direction
Manage use of the river and public ·and State lands within the corridor
to preserve or enhance the values for which the river corridor was
classified.
Provide specific management direction which will, where possible,
foster preservation of identified wilderness values of National Park·
lands between Walton Ranger Station and West Glacier.
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~laintain commercial rafting services at or below present levels until
management or research shows opportunities to expand without detriment
to recreation experience quality or resource values.

Require a camping permit for all overnight use of the National Park side
of the river for National Park backcountry management purposes.
Maintain Glacier National Park wilderness values by excluding significant improvements for the convenience or comfort of users on the National
Park side of the river. This does not preclude developments necessary
for resource protection.

RECREATION
Situation
The classified Recreational River segment of the Middle Fork affords
opportunities for a variety of recreational pursuits and experiences in
near natural to moderately developed settings. Portions of the river·
are seldom floated and some sections are generally inaccessible except
by cross country foot traffic~ Fishing, floating, picnicking, and
hunting in the river corridor, and hiking are the primary recreation
attractions. Driving Highway 2 and, in the winter, viewing deer and elk
on the Belton winter range are also popular. The river forms one boundary of Glacier National Park which is a significant recreational
attraction to many visitors each year.
Fishing, river floating, and viewing wildlife are probably the recrea~
tional attractions drawing the largest number of visitors to the corridor annually.
There are several privately owned and operated campgrounds adjacent to
the corridor area and several motels and a resort complex at West
Glacier are located nearby. During the summer months as many as four
commercial river outfitters, based primarily in the West Glacier area,
offer half to full day river float trips. The primary focus of river
outfitters at this time is' the white water canyon between Moccasin Creek
and West Glacier.
In the fall months during salmon run and spawning in McDonald Creek,
hundreds of fishermen in a given day line the river bank on the south
shore near the mouth of the creek to snag salmon. Heavy fishing use and
vehicle parking congestion on the adjacent county road are causing
conflicts with private landowners in the immediate area. The Quarter
Circle Bridge area along McDonald Creek, within Glacier National Park,
is also within the classified corridor area. During fall salmon spawning season hundreds of bald eagles are drawn to the area daily to feed
on the fish. Recreational and scientific viewing of this phenomenon
draws large numbers of people to the river corridor area each year.
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Assumptions

"

Genera[ public recreational use of the river add corridor area will
continue to increase over the forseeable future in spite of the energy
shortage. Though out of state or crqss country vacation travei to and
through the area may decrease, those making the trip will remain in the
area longer. Use by local and regional populations of these nearby
•
recreational attractions will increase as people try to reduce total·
vehicular travel to save energy.
Recreation demands on the river and corridor will increase as more
people become aware of the river as a nationally recognized resource.
Demands for river floating experiences will increase as recreationists
acquire the equipment and skill levels necessary for a safe trip. The
need for coimnercial river outfitters to meet public service needs will
continue.
Management Direction
Provide recreation opportunities and a forest environment that is based
on a natural or near natural setting throughout the river management
zone. Use the Outdoor Recreation Opportunity Spectrum, as modified by
this plan, as a guideline for recreation management and development
within the river corridor.
Manage the Recreational segment of the Middle Fork for a Roaded Natural
Appearing (RNA) Recreation Opportui:J.ity (See Table 4). This segment is
characterized by ease of motorized access to a natural environment with
outside influences present, but minimized or, wher~ appropriate, mitigated.
Provide and develop selected suitable sites to offer general public
access to the river an~ corridor area for all compatible recreation
uses. A system of river access sites will be developed, as feasible·,
every six - eight miles along the river. A major parking and access
facility will be needed at West Glacier to handle heavy fall fishing use
and at the confluence of the South and Middle Forks at the Monegan Hole
for summer and fall fishing use. Site development, except at West
Glacier and at the Monegan Hole, will be composed of only those minimal
developments to provide boat access, parking, sanitation, informational
signing, fishing, and other day uses. At West Glacier and on the
Monegan Hole, significantly larger parking facilities will be necessary
to handle heavy season use. No overnight camping will be permitted at
river access sites as campgrounds are provided currently by the. private
sector. River floater campsites may be designated between Essex and
Nyack as warranted. Development will be minimal in nature and will
consist of only those improvements necessary for sanitation.
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Target river access sites and development priorities are as listed:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Moccasin/Nyack Area
West Glacier
Cascadilla Flats
H'ungry Horse/Monegan Hole
Paola Creek
Essex Bridge
Bear Creek
Blankenship Bridge

Continue to allow a suitable number of commercial float outfitters to
provide public services for river trips and fishing on the river.
Consider logjams as a natural hazard not to be moved. Individual
"sweepers" may be removed if they present an immediate and extreme
hazard to floaters ..

FOREST COVER
Situation
The river corridor supports a variety of tree species depending on
aspect, elevation, soil tyEe, and fire history. Due to the fire history
of the general area, lodgepole pine is the major tree species. Western
larch, Douglas-fir, Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir, and cottonwood are
present to a lesser degree. As a result of this fire history, only a
small portion of the corridor supports.merchantable timber.
Within the river corridor evidence of old logging, including low standard roads may b.e found. These activities do not predominate the
landscape. More recently silvicultural activities, including thinning
and site preparation have occurred in selected small areas; Two parcels
of privately owned land in Glacier National Park within the river cor-·
ridor above Nyack were clearcut. Evidence of National Forest timber
harvest activities outside, but adjacent to the river corridor are
visible from the river area. Firewood is removed from some sections of
the corridor area by local residents.
On private lands within the corridor area some evidence of past harvest
or clearing is evident but generally not obtrusive. Original homestead
clearing, recent subdivision and development clearing and lesser amounts
of inore current timber harvest operations may be found on privately
owned lands in or immediately adjacent to the classified corridor area.
Assumptions
Maintenance of Forest cover for aesthetic values has been and will
continue to be a major management concern. Timber stand diversity and
maintenance of open brush field or meadow areas will continue to be
important for visual resource and, in places, wildlife management needs.
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Timber harvest or clearing on private lands ·may be needed to provide for
various reasons on private as well as National Forest and State lands.
No harvest or cutting of trees will occur in the river corridor within
Glacier National Park except for trail clearing, individual ha:uu~d tr¢e
removal, or other minor administrative activities. ·
Management Direction
Allow vegetative manipulation in the river corridor (l) in connection
with the construction and maintenante of appropriate developments, (2)
to reduce a safety hazard, (3) when determined necessary·to prevent
deterioration of river values, (4) to improve wildlife habitat, and (5)
to maintain a healthy, vigorous timber stand.
Design approved vegetative manipulation projects to protect the values
for which the river was classified. Where possible, they will .be
screened from the river or designed to blend with natural lines, forms,
textures and colors. Management activities outside the ·river corridor
will be coordinated with river management objectives to minimize impacts
on views from the river. Refer to page 20 for additional discussion
of the visual resource and management dire'ction.

RANGE
--Situation
The range resource within the classified river corridor is very limited
in nature. This is primarily due to steep topography of
river canyon walls, encroaching residential and second home development,
extensive pole and smaller sized timber stands, and the fact that one
side of the river corridor is within Glacier National Park where grazing
is generally prohibited.
Some grazing of cattle and recreational saddle stock occur.s on private
lands in the river corridor in the Nyack Flats and West Glacier areas.
There are no range allotments or special use (grazing) pastures on
National Forest lands within the corridor. Grazing use of Nyack Flats
offers a potential conflict with wildlife use of the area.
Assumptions
Historical grazing use of private lands within the river corridor will
continue as provided in scenic easements as they are acquired.
Demand for grazing and associated uses on limited National Forest lands
supporting suitable forage materials will increase. In the river corridor area and in the Nyack Flats area in particular, grazing use of
this severely limited resource would conflict with wildlife use.

f ·, ·
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Grazing will not be permitted in the portion of the river corridor area
within Glacier National Park.
Management Direction
Withhold issuance of permiLs of grazing or associated agricultural uses
of National l!'orest lands within the corridor in the Nyack Flats area or
other areas identified as having special importance to wildlife.
FISH AND WILDLIFE
Situation
Large fires in the early 1900's resulted in conditions which produce browse
for big game feed along this river segment. Fire is necessary in order
to improve or maintain this feed, but the opportunity is limited.
Big game hunting andfishing and, to a lesser extent, trapping of
coyotes and furbearers are all important recreational uses within the
river corridor area.
The Nyack Flats area is of critical importance for spring use by grizzly
and black bear. The area is also critical to elk in the spring and
summer as a calving and feeding area.
The mineral lick between Walton Ranger Station and Java is heavily used
by mountain goats. Other mineral licks along the river are of significant importance to wildlife.
Assumptions
Wildlife, birds, and fish are an essential part of the river corridor
environment. Hunting, fishing, and wildlife viewing will continue to be
important recreational pursuits in the corridor area.
The potential for conflict exists between wildlife and domestic stock
grazing use of certain areas in the river corridor, especially_ in the
Nyack Flats area.
Increased national attention focused on the river_ and growing commerical
river float outfitting public services will put increasing pressure on
the fishery and wildlife resources of.the corridor area.
Management Direction
Resolve conflicts between wildlife and domestic stock grazing and
agricultural use on public lands in favor of wildlife.
Exclude g~azing or associated agricultural use on National Forest lands
in the river corridor at Nyatk Flats.
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Discourage river floaters from stopping or beaching river craft within
one-quarter mile of the Walton mineral lick.
Withhold issuance of permits for outfitted river float trips between
West Glacier and Blankenship Bridge during the period September 2b to
October Jl, to reduce disturbance to bald eagles.
See pages i3 through 15 for additional discussion of fish and
wildlife including threatened and endangered species and management
direction.
VISUAL
Situation
The lan<iscape character along this stretch of river is highly varied.
The river runs through steep rocky canyons, meanders around gravel
benches, and spreads out in flat valley bottoms. Potential for wildlife
view:i;ng is high. In some ar('!as, dev<'!lopment is seen~in the ·immediate
foreground and in other areas a natural landscape chara.cter prevails .
.Views range from closed-in gorges to vistas of mountain peaks.
Assumptions

\

i

The varied and natural appearing characteristic l.andscape is a major
attraction and one of the reasons for the Recreational classification.
Maintenance and enhancement of the existing characteristic lands~ape is
desirabie.
Management Direction
Refer to page 20
directi.on.

for additional discussion of the visual res 0 urce and
LAND USES AND PROTECTION

LAND OWNERSHIP
Situation
Portions of the classified river corridor in the Essex; Pinnacle,
Nyack, and West Glacier to Hungry Horse areas are in private ownership.
The north and east bank of the river is in Glacier National Park. There
a~e two parcels of State lands within the corridor and the balance of
lands are National Forest.
Currently, scenic easement negotiations are continuing with private
landowners within the river corridor. Acquisition priorities are as
shown in the Flathead Wild and Scenic River Acquisition Plan.
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Assumptions
Development of privately owned lands within the corridor will continue.
'some developments on lands not covered by the scenic easement wili 11ot
be compatible with recognized river values.
Management Direction
Proceed with scenic easement acquisition on a priority basis.
Work closely with landowners to provide for adequate levels of easement
administration and inspection.
Inspect (with the landowner present where possible) each scenic easem.ent
parcel a minimum of once a year.
Respond in a timely manner, (within 30 days) to landowner requests for
constjCuction or development authorization as required by the terms of a
scenic

eas~ment.

LAND OCCUPANCY AND USE
Situation
There are a variety of special use permits and easements providing for
use of National Forest lands, in or adjacent to the corridor by private
individuals, other government or State agencies, companies, or public
utilities.
Assumptions
Request_s for use of National Forest lands for a variety of uses will
continue.

·Management Direction
Continue to accept and evaluate applications for all uses in the river
corridor on a case by case basis. Only those uses that are of a public
service, utility, or sanitation nature will be approved. Permits to
authorize convenience type use will not be issued.
Modify items currently under permit which are readily visible from the
river or main access rqads, or do not blend or fit in with the natural
environment of the corridor a·rea or terminate them upon expiration of
the current permit term.
Approve new permit applications only upon completion of an Environmental
Assessment showing that:
1.
The proposed use will be inconspicuous from the river, main
access roads or trails where appropriate.
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2.
Any visible improvements will be·\iesigned and constructed to
blend or fit with their natural surroundings.
3.
Wildlife, fishery, and watershed values will be protected or·
enhanced.

4.
Proposed uses will compliment Glacier National Park defacto
wilderness policy, where applicable.
5.
The proposed use will not detract from public recreation uses
and experiences available.

FIRE
Situation
Fire occurence in the Lower Middle Fork in recent years has been low an,j
fires have been relatively small. His.torically, larger fires have
occurred within and adjacent to the corridor as evidenced by vegetative
patterns. The· primary thre,.t of fires in the corridor comes from man's
activities. The railroad, recreationists., and residential ·users all
offer a potential for starting fires.

)

An active suinmer fire prevention program aimed at reducing the threat of
man caused fires is utilized. Fire detection ·is primarily by aerial
patrol and by stationary lookout. Suppression is generally by ground
crews using tankers and other mechanized equipment.
·
Glacier National Park is responsible for its own fire protection activities. The Flathead National Forest affords fire protection to all
State, private, and National Forest lands along the Middle Fork Flathead
River.
·
Assumptions
The threat of man caused fire to· the river corridor area will continue
despite national and local prevention efforts.
Management Direction
Suppress all fires within the river corridor until an approved fire
management plan establishes different policy. Fire control objectives
iri the river corridor will be to suppress fires without the use of bulldozers or other earth moving equipment wherever possible.
INSECTS AND DISEASE
Situation
A variety of forest insects and diseases are naturally found in the
river corridor and adjacent forested areas. A recent epidemic infestation of mountain pine beetle has occurred in the nearby North Fork
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Flathead River drainage and is slowly spreading into other areas
including the Lower Middle Fork drainage.
Certain age and size class lodgepole pine trees are more readily
attacked than others.
A forested cover is also important in protecting other river values.
Assumptions
Mountain pine beetle infested trees must be harvested soon after attack
or economic value will be lost.
A naturally forested appearance as is presently the case is expected by
river corridor recreation vi.sitors.

Management Direction
Conduct no timber harvest activities within the river corridor area in
Glacier National Park.
Continue to monitor insect and disease outbreaks within· and adjacent to
the river corridor.
Accomplish salvage/sanitation harvest of insect killed, diseased, or
highly susceptible trees to protect river resource values. Harvest will
be done in a manner that river values will be protected or enhanced.
Generally, no permanent roads for timber harvest will be constructed in
the river corridor area.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Situation
U.S. Highway No. 2 parallels the Middle Fork for 42 miles from .its
confluence with the South Fork upstream to Bear Creek. With the e·x- ·
ception of the upper 4 miles which is within Glacier National Park,
the road follows the river on the south side. This major east-west·
highway across northern Montana is heavily used and is a major access
route to Glacier National Park. The 4-mile stretch within Glacier
National Park and the 11-mile stretch from West Glacier south to
Hungry Horse are scheduled for reconstruction. This highway has been
classified by the State of Montana as a Scenic Highway.
The Burlington Northern railroad closely follows the Middle Fork.
This section contains five tunnels totaling more than a mile in
length and a 1,500-foot snowshed located near Essex: The highway and
railroad combined required 1~ miles of major channel change or bank
alteration of the Middle Fork and ·s miles of riprapping at 27 locations.
A trail within Glacier National Park closely parallels the river on
the north bank from West Glacier to Walton Ranger Station. This
trail is used principally by hikers and climbers· for access to branch
trails leading to glaciated peaks near the Continental Divide.
Two railroad bridges and four road bridges span this lower portion of
the Middle Fork.
Assumptions
U.S. highway No. 2 will eventually be reconstructed from Hungry Horse
past where the highway leaves the river corridor at Bear Creek.
·
Other minor additions to the transportation system in the form of
roads to river access sites will be .needed. Additional roads may be
constructed on private lands in the river corridor.
Management Direction
Manage road construction on private lands through the· terms of the
scenic easement where appropriate.
Review reconstruction plans for U.S. Highway No. 2 and railroad
projects in light of protecting identified river and associated
values.
Design river access roads and other road projects on National Forest
lands to minimum standards.to meet the anticipated use needs.

so
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SIGNING, AND BOUNDARY POSTING
Situation
The rivet corridor area contains much private land immediately bbrdering the river and intermingled with National Forest and State lands.
Assumptions
Recreation use of the river and corridor area will increase. This
will provide an increasing potential for conflict with private-landowners. Existing signing by both private landowners and the Forest
Service is inadequate to allow recreationists to know where they are
on the river or when they are on public lands.
Some sign designs and sizes are not appropriate along a nationally
classified river.
Management Direction
Mana-ge signing on private lands within the river corridor with the

scenic easement where appropriate.
Sign access sites, mouths of major creeks and points at-which floaters
are entering and leaving publicly owned shoreline.
MOTORIZED. AND MECHANIZED USE
Situation
Motorized overland vehicle travel in the corridor is generally limited
to established roads due to terrain and vegetation. Off road motorized travel within Glacier National Park is not permitted. Certain
areas of the National Forest may be closed to motorized travel to·
protect resource values or experience levels.
Past motorized river use has been very slight and primarily limited
to fishing use in the area below Blankenship Bridge.
Some sections of the river and corridor area exist in a National Park
wilderness. or near wilderness s.etting.
Assumptions
Motorized river use is generally not appropriate in those areas where
it would detract from the natural setting and the near primitive
recreational experience sought by many visitors. Motorized craft use
of the river at times may cause undue disturbance to wildlife.
Upstream moto-rized traffic has the potential for traffic conflict
with downstream non-motorized craft travel.
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Management Direction
Prohibit general use of boats driven by motors that exceed 10 horsepower, Use of boat motors in excess of 10 horsepower may be authorized for essential administrative purp'oses, practice and execution of
search and rescue ·and for research purposes not p'ossible via craft
with less powerful motors. Authorization must be obtained from the
Forest Supervisor on a case-by-case basis ,except that research will
be considered on a project basis. The Chief Ranger, Glacier National
Park, will be immediately notified of all such authorizations where
Park lands border the river. Permission to exceed the 10 horsepower
limitation will b~ granted only for the following reasons:

)

l.

Identified vessels of recognized search and rescue organizations
or agency actively involved in search or rescue activities for
suspected injured or drowning victims. Permission will not be
granted for search for lost_or damaged vessels, or equipment.

2.

Identified vessels of recognized search and rescue organizations
or agency (FS, NPS, State) actively involved in training runs,
or agency administrative or research activities not po_ssible .via
craft propelled by a 10 hors.epower or less motor.

3.

All excepted vessels will be clearly identified while on the·
river. No recreational equipment will be carried on )loard ·
during these trips.

Areas or roads in the river corridor may be closed to all .or certain
types of motorized travel to protect resource values. Su.ch closure
will be effected by a Special Closure Order signed by the Flathead
Forest Supervisor and publicly posted.
VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Situation
At present, recreation river and corridor users are only restricted
by those regulations in force and applicable to other areas of
National Park, National Forest, or State lands in the area.
River float outfitters are regulated by National_Forest Special Use
Permit.
Assumptions
At present, general public, private floater use of the river is
growing but is not felt to be at capacity. Until private floater use
reaches a capacity level determined by management or research to be more
appropriate, private floater controls in the form of a mandatory float
permit will not be instituted.
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Management Direction
Support research efforts to determine river fl"oater recreation
ing capad.ties ..

carry~

Defer implementation of a mandatory float permit system until necessary.
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Situation
The Forest Service has been designated as lead agency for river
management activities in the classified Flathead River System. The
National, Park Servi.ce and the State of Montana retain management
resp·onsibility f'!r their lands within the river corridor.
The Forest Service, the National Park Serivce, and the State of
Montana, Departments of Nq.tura.l Resources and Conservation, and Fish,
.Wildlife and Parks have participated cooperatively in the formulation
of this River Management Plan.
Current National Forest administrative responsibility for management
activities on the Recreational River is with the Hungry Horse District
Ranger.· On the District, there is an individual assigned river
management duties as a part of his overall job responsibility.·
Management responsibility for Glacier National Park lands within the
river corrido·r is with the West Lakes District Rang.er at West Glacier.
Assumptions
As public use and associated demands of· the river corridor continues
to grow mare management and administrative staffing time will be
needed.
'Management Direction
Provide an adequate workforce to achieve the objecLives of this plan.
A seasonal river ranger should be as.gigned to the Middle Fork that

would· provide visitor contact (including rivet float.er), river patrol,
river and corridor cleanup, and access s'ite maintenance.

Provide more administrative staff time for .scenic easement administration as funding allows.
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VISITOR INFORMATION SERVICE
Situation
PrinCipal responsibility for search and rescue operations on lands.
outside of Glacier National Park, on the river and in the corrid9r
area resides with the Flathead County Sheriff. Within Glacier National
Park the National Park Service has exclusive jurisdiction. The
Forest Service and N!'tional Park Service may assist with search and
rescue operation~ in emergency situations on an as needed basis on
the river as in other areas.
At present, little published information on rive·r floating and use of
the corridor area is available from management agencies. The river
corridor has little informative signing at access sites. Recreation
visitors have little opportunity to discuss river floating .and its
hazards with management agency personnel unless they stop by a ranger
station and actively solicit it.

)

During high spring runoff (normally May and June) the Middle Fork of
the Flathead river offers greater hazards to river floate.rs. This
arises from two situations. Water temperatures are extremely low
during this period and can quickly induce hypothermia (lowering of
the body temperature) in persons immersed (or wet from spray or rain)
in' the water. Secondly, the severe wave action, turbulence, and
obstacles in the water can overturn a boat or raft and place the
occupants ill danger Of drowning in the swift, turbulent water.· In
some areas the river is not re,dily accessible to the highway and' it
may be difficult to obtain assistance in an emergency situation.
Assumptions
River use by both qualified and beginner river floaters will increase
with more people on the river. the chance of emergency incidents
will increase as well.
Portions of the river may be more safely floated with proper equipment, skill level, and knowledge of the river during a portion of the
use season.

The prov1s1on of information to the public by the agency relative to
floating, is an· important management tool to help insure a safer;
higher quality recreational· floating experience.
The decision to accept the risks associated with river floating are
personal decisions to be made by each individual. Risk is an integral part of the river floating experience.
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Management Direction
Continue Forest Service cooperation with the Flathead County Sheriff
and other agencies, as appropriate, in search and rescue missions in
the river an4 corridor area.
Provide information to users on potential hazards, type of equipment,
and river safety through publications, recreation visitor .services at
ranger stations, and at access sites through signing or visitor
contact where feasible. The final decision to accept the risk and
the consequences of a river float will be made by the individual
recreationist.
Train. employees in river VIS and Good Host programs.
STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS
Situation
Management agency administrative structures within the classified
corridor area are National Park developments at the Walton and ~iacnead
Ranger Stations, Nyack Barn Patrol Cabin, Lincoln Creek Patrol Cabin
and Glacier National Park headquarters at West Glacier. These improvements are not obtrusive' and fit harmoniously in the river corridor
area.

At present, the only management agency recreational site improvements
within the corridor area include trails, the picnic ground developments
adjacent to Walton Ranger Station, and the State managed Kuhns Fishing
Acce.ss Bite located half way between Paola and Dickey Creeks. There
is a need for additional recreation access sites along the river to
provide regular periodic access.
There are many structures and improvements located on private lands
within the corridor area. In many instances these developments are
harmonious with river values. These include private homes, recreation and travel oriented commercial business, and others.
Assumptions
Exis·ting agency administrative structures, improvements, and recreation developments are necessary and will continue to be maintained
with regard for river recreation and resourc'e values. Additional
recreational access sites will be developed as proposed in the
Recreation section of this chapter. Care will be taken to insure that
additional recreational and access site developments are compatible
with river recreation and resource values and are the minimum developments needed to meet their purpose on a site by site basis.
Developments on private lands in the river corridor will continue.
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Management Direction
Provide protection of private lands from overdevelopment and incompatible structures and improvements with scenic easements. Easements
wl.11 be acqu:Lred on priv~te lands in the river corridor as detaiied
in the Flathead Wild and Scenic River Acquisition Plan, available
upon request from the Forest Supervisor, Flathead National Forest.
I

RESEARCH
Situation

There is a continuing need for data on the recreational carrying
capacity and experience expectations of recreation visitors to the
river and corridor area. There is also a need for data regarding
fish, birds, and wildlife that inhabit or pass through the corridor.
It will bei increasi!lgly important to understand how growin~ recreation !lSe · affects ..the corridor resources and inhabi t;;tnts. Refer to
Chapter IX, Research.
Assumptions
The need for research data relative to the river and corridor area
will continue.
Management Direction
Encourage and where feasible support, bonafide research efforts at
filling identified research needs.

)
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CW\PTER. V

SOOTH FORK WILD RIVER Sffi'ENT

RESOURCES
WILDl<:RNESS
Situation
The South Fork: aboveHeadow Creek G<;>rge flows th:rough the Bob Marsh~ll
Wildethess. The river corrid<;>r receives J1eavy .lJ.Se. from non_-fl.qatin,g ·.
wildern.ess l!Ser~. There are 32 outfitters <;>peratillg in the drainage,
£ive. o:f .w)l~ch arE! permitted. to ~()!lguc:t flo11t <;>P~r~tip!ls. . The:re arE!
approximately 150.,000 Visitor Days use in the Bop Ma:rshall allnually.
Ho:rse Pilrties account for 59% of the use. · A .high percentageof the'se
visitors .. ~ravf"l Jhrough a11d u~e. the .Wild Riyer corridor. :The )leavy use
is becoming appareht at popular campsites.
· · ··

)

The:re.:is•. D.? mecJ1fl!lfze1 accf"SS tq tlli:;; s.egmepJ:.<?f. the river. · All vl.si•
tors reach the area eJ.ther on foot or .horseback:· virt.uaiiy ail fl?~SE!Pl
are stock-supported. In many cases, private .p;i'rties use the outfitte.rs
as a llleans pf moy;ing people and equipment .to.the riyer.
; , ___ , >'',

'

'',

'

'

'

'

''

'

'
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'
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'

'

:','_,,

'
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. Major access routes are up the river frolll Me\'do>V Cr;{ek aJJ.d through
Gordon Creek from Holland Lake. Other routes. \'re thr9ugh Yo\lllgs Creek,
Danaher Creek, and Big Salmon Creek f):'omthewesf side of the Contin'"
ental Divide ·and through White River from the east side of the · D:isi<l<:'.
These .routes are the same for both river and general wilderness uses.
·River useha~ increased significantly since ~;lassification. Although
spe(::ific ri':er usE! data is .not \'Vailable, <;>bs£!1Ya.J:ipns .during i978 ..and
1979 COJ1firm this trend. Present. use ;is probably in the vicinitY of
. 200 - 4go dver floats per year. Popul<tr launch pqip:ts ar.e at Black
Bear, :Sal1!10n Fork~, White River, Big Prairi£!; and.the headwaters.· The
primary flOiit season is fr.om July 1 to September L .
Visitors Come tci the area seeking a primitive .recreation experience in
a natural .environment as well as .the excellent fishing,
Assumptions
The ·purpose of this plan is to manage the river and the .river corridor
only.
Wilderness and rive.r use will continue to .increase, as. will impacts in
the river corridor.
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Opportunities for solitude, primitive; unconfined recreation, and the
natural environment are factors which attr.act visitors to the area.
Protection of the wilderness resource will receive first priority in
managing the river.
There will be a continuing aemand for more Float Outfitter Permits.
Management Direction
Di_rect managem~nt of river. uses .and ac.tivities toward :maintaining the ·
,natural envirolllilent and opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation experiences.
'Manage n~bers. of F1bat Otrtfi.tfer Perinits and outfitter use at c.urrent
levels, until di!ta indicates these levels sl:tou.ld be modified.
Stress low impact use of t:lle river thrmigh visitor eo)ication prog~a!Jls
and contaet.s.
<Continue iiver research to re:f:i.ne ca,rryi£lg capacfties and to assess
v~sitor needs and preferences.
Consider 10gj a01s and :i.ndividu.itl "s\v~t=Pe:rs" as nat11ral hazards not to be
.:r:emovea.
Man<lge this portion tlf the Wild segineiJ.tof tile South Fork as a Primitive'
(P) Recreation Oj)po.rtunity (Se;e Ta.J;lle 4).

RECREATION .(OUTsiDE WILDERNESS)
Situation.
The Wild River se;gmeni; between Meado"' c.reek and Spo~ted Bear lies
outside ·"'ilderne!ls. The r:iv.e;:r c<;>rridm:: i.s paralleled by Forest .Trail
1180 on .theeast sideand th(O Meadow Creek Roadon the west side. Trail
1f80 is closed to mot;orized use. The ~eadowCreek Airstrip lies a,t the
•Upper end Of this segmenf. ACcess to :the river is from the airstriJ? or
by a short (~~mile) trail ?;PP()Site the mouth of. Harrison Creek on the
Meadow Creek .Road. At present, the trailhead is: not signed, and parking
.:i:s not adequate. The trail was improved in 1979.
Use on the river is light at presel:it, approximately at the same level as
prior to classification. This is due, in part, to the poorly devel()ped
·.access site. One outfitter currently operates on this stre.tch of the
river. This segment of the river is ideally suited to day-floating; it;
can be run in 4 - 6 hours. Sophisticated .equipment and technical river
·skills are not necessary. There are few desirable campsites in close
proximity to the river. The Meadow Creek - Spotted Bear segment has .the
greatest J?Otential of any Wild segment for increase in use,· once the
access point is clearly identified.
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Assumptions
This is the most.accessible reach of the river.
1t is the most subject to a rapid iucreas.e in growth.
Management Direction
Continue river research to refine carrying capacities and identify
visitor .preferences.
Complete work on the Harrison Creek access site.
Encourage day-use on this rive:~:: segment.
Maintain the present level of outfitter.use· allocation until fUrther
·rivet carrying capacityinfoirriation is acquired.
.

.

:.

..

.

.

.

Emphasize l9w impact use of the river thJ:"ough visitor education
pro.grallls'
· Cons.ider logjams and ilidividual "sweepers" as natural hazards not to
be removed~
Manage this portion of the Wild segment of the South Fork .as ~·.semi::..
Primitive Non-t,[oto:i:ized (SPmf) Recreation Opportunity (See Table 4).
FOREST COVER .
Situation
The river corridor supports a variety of tree species, depending on
aspect, elevation, soil tYJ:>e, and fire history. Douglas-fir, western
larch, and lodgepole pine are the major species. Engelmann spruce,
ponderosa pine, and subalpine. fir are present to a lesser degree. · ·
Lodgepole p'ine. stands are the result of past fires.
·· · ·
There have been no commercial timber sales in the river corridor.
Some timber has been cut in_ the past for construction and maintenance ·
of administrative .facilities and outfitter camps, for firewood, and
in the process of mairi.taining, trails. Outside wilderness, some
cutting units are visible outside the river corridor.
Assumption
The unaltered forest cover is an integral part of the Wild River
corridor.
Management Direction
Exclude timber cutting except as needed in association with a primitive recreation experience (such as trail maintenance), in the p·rocess
of fire suppression, or for administrative purposes.

RANGE
Situation

-Suitibie grazing areas wit:hin the Wild River corridor are found
:Within the ll.o.b Marshall Wilderness and at the Meadow Creek Airstrip.
In the wilderness., the.se areas consist of scattered openip;gs s1;ocked
withnative grasses. Due to the popularity of the river corridor .and
the a·ssociated recreational stock use, many grazing areas are being
'over-used. This t::ondition existE,d prior to classification o·f the
river in 1976. The inc.reased river use has compounded the pro.blem.
\There are n,o Grazing Permits in the area. In heavily-use!} areas,
grazing exceeds the standards set for wilderness in the Forest ServiCe
'Manual.
Due t·o a ,lack of funding in recent years, .the Forest Servic:e has been
~ .......... 1-.'f~ +- ..... :..; ..... ~,:..... -.+--..... -~.,. -..,.?.,.....,...., ;.,..,...A,..;_+..;;..,...~
'Ao o
ac:.onlit-ho:..,....,."·•'h~,.;'k:
La-U.Q.u~c u_~ ..._"'7'..,-~ ....... ""':'""~.7: .......... ~ 6 ...... __..... _.,..u. ..._~ ....--t" .....,"'"'"'
"...... -.... -r ......... ·""':... -~., .---~-~-~-- ~~ -n_o -.'--::--·"';~. lgrpund inforniation to use in assessing the forage trends.. A .range
.study wi;j,l •be.;~tarted in 1980 .to ,gather this inforl)latiOJ1. 1?rom the
'stuoy, carr§ing capacit.ies will be developed for 'each allotment; 4e.sc•cribing acceptable .levels of use: Allocation .Qf the forage resource
•must ;cgirO>:idef ,wild:J,ife, esthetic, outfitters., p;rivate and ,administra• .
'tive categories. ,
;Assttiliptibns
Forage resbU:rces are limited and, . in some cases, 0ver-used within the,
river corridor.
Use of the riirer segment al:>ove Meadow Creek Gorge requires the use of
.stock in •most cases. '
the dema:na :for fprage will.increas.e as river and general ·wilderness

'use incl::'eas·es.
Management Direction
Place·maj5>r·emp'hasis on ac<J.uiring range resource·data and developing
carcying
. . ' .capacities.
.
Encburage or, i£ necessary,, require the use of •methods that ·will
reduce dependence on.grazing.
Deny' requests for stock grazing other ·than recreational pack stock.
Give priority ;to wildlife if. conflicts develop between forage needs
for wildlife and recreational pack stock.
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FISH AN0 WILDLIFE
Situation
The South Fork supports an excellent native fishery of westslope cutthroat trout, bull trout, and mountain whitefish .. Past management ·
efforts have been to maintain and improve this fishery without intro-,.
duCing non-·native species. The high-quality fishing h~s. draW!l many . ·
visitors to the area.
·.
A wide variety of wildlife species inhabit or frequent the river cor~
ridor. Big game species. include 'whitetail and mule deer, elk, moose, and
black and grizzly bear. Game birds common to the area are Franklin And
ruffed grouse:
·
The river corridor from Spotted Bear to· Harrison Creek and fro!Jl Bla~k
Bear to.the headwaters is critical winter range for elk; it.:ts also
critical spring range for gx-izzlies.
·
·
.

.

Big game hunting is a majo:r use during the fall. F11rbearers and coyotes
are trapped in small n~ber:::;: . Man11gement of wildl::tfe species is t):11i .
responsibility of the Montana Department of Fish; Wpdlife, and Parks•
Assumptions
Wildlife is an essential .part of the Wild River environment.
•.

)

River use is at low levels and occurs at a.time when it will have the
least effect on wildlife.
Increased river use will place increased pressure on the fishery·,
Management Direction
See pages 13 through :p) for additional discu.ssion of fish and
wildlife, including threatened and eiidangered species and management
direction.
VISUAL (INSIDE WILDE'RNESS)
Situation
This segment is contained in wilderness ..
Assumption
Visual chax-acteristics will only be changed by natural px-ocesses.
Visual management.is not appl,icable because this segment is inside
wildex-ness.
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M.«D.agel.Ilent Direction
The visual quality objective for wilderness is preservation. ..
P:i:eservation allows ecqiogical changes only,· managem.,nt a.ctivities are
nOt permitted except for safety purposes and very low visual impact
.facilities.
VISUAL .(OuTSIDE
. - WILDEIDIESS)
.'

SiJ:u'!tion
This segment of the river 'flows through steep rocky gorges. Much of the
area is closed in by rock walls and vegetation. The combination of
rocky cliffs and lush. for.,st, walled iri views and distant vistas. give
· the area. highly scenic qualities.
·
·
Assplpption.s
.Vilma:!. resource management need;> to be •consistent with the primitive
recreation e>q>erience·assoc:i.atl'!d with a'Wild River.
Ma'o.a:geli\ent. Direction
Refe;. to page 29.
direction.

for additional discussion. of the visual resource and

:LlWD·USES .(IND.PRO'jj;;CT!ON
Ll\Nli OWNERSHIP
Situation .
. All lands within the Wild .Riv.;r corriQ:or are p)lblic lands under the
itdrrd.D.istr~tion ·_of the ·Forest_-- ~serVice.

Land ownership will not change.

Continue public ownership.

FIRE
Situation
ln recent years in the South Fork, fire <iccurrance has been low, and the
fires have been relatively small. Historically, however, large fires·
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have occurred as· evidenced by the vegetative patterns. There are S?me
man-caused fires each year; those within the river corridor have been·
small.
•
Fire·detection is by aerial patrol and fixed lookout station. the lower
poi:tiort of the river is within view of Spotted Bear Mo)llltain Lookout.
Suppression is accomplished by smoke jumpers and ground crews.· Mechap..ized. .equipment such as helicopters, chain saws, and Pumps have been used
in the suppression efforts.
.
.
A study which w:i.l.l lead to a Fire Management Plan for the Bob Marshi!.U
Wilderness is currently underway. The first segment o·f the study which
includes the southern end of the river corridor will be completed in
1980. The study will continue through other areas. of _the wilderness ih ·
following ye:'rs. ·
··
Assumptions
Current management policy is to develop plans which will allow .fire to
play a more I1atm~al role in w:j.ld~:rness; This will i.nc~ti.d~ a m~jor
portion of tJie.W:i,ld River (OCn:'r:i,dor.
Until the :f:i..I:'e plil'n; is implE!inerite~, all fires ~ill be suppressed.
the risk of man.;cimsed fires wiLl. incre;;se .as use ii;lcreases;
-Managelllent'Direction
·continue with development of the Bo]) Marshall Fire Manageriitmt Plan' ·
.

.

Meet fire suppte.-lsi.on objectives with methods that least .alter the
natural setting of the river corridor.
INSECTS ANI) IliSEASE
Situation
Insects and diseases have not .been a major problem in the South Fork.
Endemic .ihfestations · of mol.liltain pine beetle have been identified. in· and
adjacent to the river corridor.
Assumptions
Insects and disease are a natural part of the wilderness and Wild River
corridor.
The potential exists for a mol.liltain pine beetle epidemic in lodgepole
pine stands :i,nthe river corridor.
Other. insect·s and diseases are not a problem at this time. ·
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Management Direction
Continu,e to monitor insect population changes:
Allow epidemics to run their natural course within the Wild River
corridor in wilderness.

oUt~ide wilderness •allow disease arid insE!ct outbreaks to :run their
natural course i f it appears that the outbreak will be confinedto the
Wild River corridor .. If it appears that losses from inse,cts or .disease
seriously threaten values outside the river corridor take control
meaSut;es that are consistent with Wild Ri.v~r values,
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES ,AND IMPROVEMENTS
·TRANSPORTATION.
Situation
Access to ):he South Fork is provided by Forest Roads 11}8,. 11895, and
112826. The upFer portion of the river is reached by South Fork Trail~
~{f80. _ and 4f463, _:Big .Salm~!l Trail,,- Gordon, _ ftt;!·~k T_r,~~l, y,:r~1ng-~- _ -.C;t_ee~ Trail,
rranahet: CreeJ,t 'i't:ail 1 and White River OJ:raiL These main routes .are
qp(lned annually.... Generally trail conditiolls a:r~ deteriqra~i.rig. each year
dlle tb a lack of funding to colhplete the ~i!cessary heavy maintenaii~~ . . .
Trail signs are ~:enerally adequate and are limited to those necessary.tq
identify trail junctions.
·
The Harrison Creek access site and trail, is not identified on the
groUI1d; suitableparking_space is not available. Funds have not· been
available t<:>. complete the necessary work;
The Meadow Creek trailllead needs improvement to provide. additional
parking and better visitor information.
Assumptions
The demand for access sites, tt:ai.lheads; and satisfactodly maintained
trail~· will increase as use increases.
Funding for this tJpe of work will continue to be in short supply,
Management Direction
Establish consistent funding.levels that will provide adequate development and maintenance of dispersed recreatio.n facilities for river use.
Use Human Resource programs to accomplish needed development and maintenance to the extent possible.
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SIGNING AND BOUNDARY POSTING
Situation ·

'

The river corridor boundary is not signed. There is little need for
such signing on .the South Fork.. A warning sign is in place at •t:he last
take out point above t)le Meadow. Creek Oorge because of· the extremely
dangerous reach o·f rivh through the gorge.·
Assumption
There .will be only a few areas where the boundary of the Wild River
corridor will need to be marked on the ground.
Management Direction
·Identify boundary segments ·that need signing a.i:td cmnplete work as
funding becomes available .
.COMMUNICNriONS SYSTEMS
Situation
Forest net radios provide the only communications into and out. of the
river corridor. Base stations are located at Btg Prairie .and Spotted
Bear: . Wilderness guards and trail crews norlllally carry portabte radios.·
that can reach the. bas.e stations. When crews are wprking in tne river
corridor, they cim provide backup communications . . Within the J:i'ver
coriid,or the old ground return phone line . is in service frolll Bla~k Bear
tollig Prairie. Phones are accessible fpr public use at Black Bear.-; ·
Salmou Forks, .and Big Prairie. All communications systems are niain'-·
tained for administrative 1,1se and are available to the· public only in
e~erg~ncy situations.
Msumption·
Existing communications systems are necessary .f()r administrative pur~·
po.se.s.
Management Direction
Continue to maintain existing communications systems, seek to improve
the radio net serving the area.
MOTORIZED AND.MECHANIZED USE
Situation
The river corridor is closed to public use with motorized vehicles
except for the Meadow Creek Airstrip. Administrative. use of such eqUipment is allowed by the Wilderness Act and the Wild and Scenic River Act,
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. subject to approval by the Forest .Supervisor or the Regional Forester.
In the past, approval has been gr.anted for emergency situations such as
fire and search and rescue and il1 cases where the work cannot be accoiDp-'.
lished by primitive means.
The. Meadow Creek Airstrip, located within the river corriqor, remains
open for .public use as recommen~ed in the Flathead Wild and Scenic River
Study. The· study further 't"~tofillllended that the·.· airstrip ·riot be e~anded'' ·•
and that access for motorized maintenance equipment not. be allowed.
Assumptions
There will be a continuing demand and need for motorized equipment iri
the river corridor.
At some time iu the future, there wi].l be requests .to expand the Meadow
Creek Airstrip arid ma:i,ntain. it ·with mechanized equipment.
Management Direction
Prohibit public use of mot.orized equipment iri the river corridor.
Permit administrative use of .motorized equipment in emergency situ,a-'
. tions, L e:, fire and sea;rc!l cail,d xe,;.cue.
Meet fire suppression objectiv~s usi!lg methods that least calter the
natural state of the. river corrido;r .when tnechariize4 Nuipmep.t is
authorized.
Permit dtll.~r admini.str!ltive p.ses ;.of mechanized equipment only when the
work ci!IlD.dt be acc;pmplish~4 by P:t::i,DJitive means, Within wilderness\
;requests for.DJechanized eql1iP!Il~nt use will .be evaluated using wil<lerriess
standards; the most restrictive criteria will. apply.

.... •

Permit continued public use of the Meadow Creek Airstrip.
Prohibit expansion of the Meadow Creek Airstrip and overland I!CCess ·of
•mechanized equipment for maintenance purpo!')es.
.

VISITOR MANAGEMENT

·-~

I

'situation
At present, five float outfitters are permitted to operate above Meadow
·Creek Gorge; one outfitte;r is permitted to operate below the .Gorge,·
,
Outfitters are permitted t() launch three trips per week on the segment
<~hove :Harrison Creek al).d one trip per week below Harrison Creek. There•
are currently no limits or re.strictions on private ·trips.
Assumptions
Demands for all types of river experiences will continue to increase.
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Each river trip will cause additional impacts on the r.iver corridor and
.the wilderness where the two.overlap.
The opportunity for solitude is the key social value on the Wild River
and in wilderness.
The tarrying capacity of the Wild River is rel<!tively low when compared
with other river segments.
The carrying capacity can be exceeded by a rel11tively
.total visitor use.

snian. inc.rease in

Estimated carrying capacities will be set at a conservative ievel until
..river studies show that higher use levels are accepta,ble..

· con:tinue outfitter use and numbers at. presen( levels pending river
research findings.
Conduct river studies to further refi~e cCfti'£Y.iJ1.& c;apaeity figures and to
assess user preferences and needs, (See Rese'ai.ch Ghapj:fir),
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION AND

RESPO~SIIliLiriES

Situation
Administration of the South Fork Wild River is the res~<lX,sip;i.lit;of ti.te
Spotted Bear District Ra11ger. · A river manage)O has been .designated on
the Dfstrict to perform regul\J.r river administration;
Th.e river management organization presently in~lude~ the rive:<; man'\ger,
one wilderness ranger, and two seasonal w;i.lderness guards. . All of these
individuals have .other administrative responsibilities.. Less thim 20%
pf their ·time is spent on river adminis.tration.
Assumptions
The. present organization is not adequate t;o administer the river.
Adequate funding will ~ontinue to be a problem .in river a~ministration. ·
Mamigement Direction
Continue to seek stable funding levels to adequately. administer. the
River Management Plan.
Provide.an adequate work force to achieve the objectives o£ this plan.
A wiide.rness rariger and two wilderness g11ards · should devote approximately 30 - 35% of their time to river administration: A· seasonal River
Ranger should be assigned full time to river administration.
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VISITOR INFORMATION SERVICE (VIS)

Visitor information is presently provided by Forest and District ebiployees
normally involved in the VIS program, i.e., receptionists, and by thosE!
direcylY i~volved in riy-e): management. _In some cases, tll.ey ha"V"E! a
limited knowledge of i:J:i~ riv'er 'and of river management philosophy,
There are no .brochures available .. A. comprehensive river brochure is
unde;r preparation. At present, there is no organized visitor e<luc.l.tion
program.
Assumptions
The demand for vis-itor information will continue to increase.
A high-quality visitor information and education progl:"am is _essent~a,l to
...... ..=~ .... _ -------.!
ma <n1:.a4n___~ ,.._,_·u_,_,..__ ~.~l!!'P--!'!
-~--~.u.= ~v--:r~yv.L~.Jt:; ~ sa£e. and sati$fying river.exph:i.eilce.
3

..._

L

-
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Mana$ement Direcuion
Place a high priority on pr~yi~ing quality visitor illformation:.
Continue to train those inirC)lved int\le river VIS and .Good >Host 'pr<lgram,
Develop an effective visitor-E!ducation.program.

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS
,Sitllat-ion
There are yhree a4'!'iri:il'Jirat;~v" c_abiJ:I~ locate<) in the Wild.River corridor.
They.are located at,Blac\< Bear, SiilJl1<?nForks, and Holbrook; The fit:st
two ihc1ude l:iarns, a ' cor1ca1,
a--- fence<:]
pasture,
and a water system.
---'

,_

,-

'

'

The Big Prairie Work Center is also located within the river. corridor. .
This forme.r ranger station includes an office, bunkhouse, two dwelliri,gs·,
]Jarn, corrals, fenced-past)lre, and several storage buildings.
.
.
In addition to these facilities, there are three p'it toilets and two
corrals for public use in_ the . river corridor. One toilet is located at
Little Salmon Park; the other two toilets and the corrals are in the
'Black Bear vicinity.
There are nine outfitter base camps within the Wild River corridor.
Assumptions
Administrativefacilities will continue to be essential for future
management.
Outfitter camps will continue to serve a publi<:: need in the'futui:e.
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Management Direction
Screen administrative facil].tid from the river or blend them into. the
river setting with design techniques and eari:h tone colors.
Modify existing outfitter c'!mps where necessary to.achieve a more
Compatible blend With the river envirorunent.Or relocate them outside of
. the are~ seen fromthe river.
Withhold approval of additional outfitter base camps in the r.iver corridor.
R.eevaluate. the need ~or publ:i,c toilets and o:orrals in the river corridor,
· If they are no lon.ger necessary or suitable,· reillove them.·
RESEARCH
Situation

Research<onri~er carrying capacii:.ies and .use.s and. range will begin in
1980. · There . i_s currently a .proposal .. t6 .begin a fisheries study on· the
So~thFork. See Chapter IX, Resear;ch.
· ·
·
Assinnptiol'ls
There will be a <;:ontinuing d.:mand to conduct a variety of studieS in the
· river .corridor.
There will be a continuing need for dver studies to· ·refine J!}anagement
· j:.echniques.
.

.

•Mana&ementDirection
Evaluate requests for resear<;:h studies to insure that study methods are
compatible with river values and ma?.ag·ement direction.
Evaluation of requests for res<!arch studies will also consider the
extent to which. the study will benefit r;iver management or, where
app:(;i.cable, wilderness management.
'

,,

'
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CHL\PTER VI
saJTH FORK RECREATIOfW_ RIVER SEt1'100

RESOURCES

:BE CREATION
Situatipn
The South Fork Recreational segment begins at Spotted .Bear and ends
at Hungry Horse Reservoir. The·river is remote from population
centers. The 1ower end of the Recreational segment is approximately
48 ·miles by gravel .road from U.S. Highway 2. Use il? light at present;
classification does no.t appear to have increased use significantly.
There have been no visitor. surveys to quantify use levels. Users
generally appear to be those who are in the vicinity for other pur-.
pose·s, i.e., general camping, who take the opportunity to float the
river.

)

There are three Special Use Resorts and one Forest Service campground
in the vicinity. The campground and one resort are within the river
corridor. There are numerous popular dispersed campsites in the
corridor. Most of the use in the corridor is by non-floating visitors.
Currently, there is one outfitter operating on this river segment.
Access to the river corridor is by the Eastside Road #38, Westside
Road #895, and Meadow Creek Road 4fo2.826. Roads /1895 and {fo2826 are
open yearlong for public use. Road #38 is closed from Brush Creek to
the junction with Road #895 from December 1 to May 1. There are no
Forest Serviee Traiis in the river corridor.
The river can be easily reached from these roads in most places.
Primary launch points are at the Spotted Bear Ranger Station, and at
the South Fork Bridge on Road #895. The primary use period is from
July 1 to September 1.
The river is ·ideally suited to leisurely day-floats. Most visitors
combine floating use of the river with short day fishing trips.
Sanitation problems are developing at some of the heavily-used dispet;sed sites.
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Assumptions
Use increases will be modest since comparable opportunities are
available closer to population centers.
R_iver conditions and classification will allow a relatively large increase' in use without affecting river values.
Hanagement Direction
Continue river research to define the carrying capacity and to identify_
visitor preferences.
Develop a system to monitor visitor use.
Encourage day"'use on this river segment.
Install pit toilets where sanitation problems develop at dispersed
camping or launch sites. Toilets will be located in upland areas a
minimum of 2.00 feet from the water and will _be screened from the
river.
Limit maximum size of motors on the river to 1.0 horsepower.
Consider logjams as a natural hazard not to be moved. Individual
"sweepers" may be remove'd if they present an immediate and_ extreme
hazard to floaters.
Hanage the Recreational segment of the South Fork as a Roaded Natural
Appearing (RNA) Recreation Opportunity (See- Table 4).
FOREST COVER
Situation
The river corridor supports a
aspect, elevation, soil' type,
larch, and lodgepole pine arc
,ponderosa pine, and subalpine
Lodgepole pine stands are the

variety of tree species, depending on
and fire history. Douglas-fir, western
the major species, Engelmann spruce,
fir are present to a lesser degree.
result of past fires.

There have been a variety of vegetative manipulation projects on the
.river corridor, including timber harvest, thinning, planting, and
wildlife habitat improvement. At the Spotted Bear Ranger Station, in
the campground, and the resort, trees have been removed to reduce
safety 'hazards, allow construction, and to open the sometimes dense
forest canopy.
'The majority of these projects are not visible from the river.
few, however, extend up the river banks.

A

Assumption
Vegetative manipulation withi!l the Recreational River corridor is
acceptable, provided that it is accomplished in a manner that preserves the values for which the river was classified.
Management Direction
Allow vegetative manipulation in the river corridor (l) in connection
with the construction and maintenance of appropriate developments,
(2) to reduce a safety hazard, (3) when .determined necessary to
prevent deterioration of river values, (4) to improve wildlife
habitat, and (5) t'o maintain a healthy, vigorous timber stand.
Design app.roved vegetative manipulation projects to protect the
values for which the river was classified. Where possible, they will·
be screened from the river or des·igned to blend with the natural
lines, forms, textures and colors. Management activities outside the
river corridor will be coordinated with river management objectives
to minimize impacts on views from the river. Refer to page 20 for
additional discussion of ·the visual resource and management direction.

RANGE
Situation

)

There are no suitable natural grazing areas within the river corridor.
.Available forage is concentrated along seeded road banks on the Westside Rpad, /f895., at the Spotted Bear· Airstrip, and clearcuts within
the river corridor. One outfitter grazes recreational pack stock in
the area under the terms of an Outfitter/Guide Permit. The use is
not affecting river values; available forage is fully utilized.
Assumption .
Forage production will begin to decline as trees· begin to fill clea.rcuts.
Management Direction
Deny permits for additional grazing in the area.
Monitor existing use to insure that it remains compatible with river
and.other resource values. Reduce the level of use if necessary.
FISH AND WILDLIFE
Situation
The South Fork has an excellent native fishery of westslope cutthroat
trout, bull trout, and mountain whitefish. Past management efforts
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(sll
have been to maintain and improve this fishery without introdu~;ing
non-native species. High-quality fishing draws many visitors to the
area.

A wide variety of wildlife species inhabit or frequent the ri~er
corridor. Big game species include whitetail and mule de_er, elk,
moose, and black and grizzly bear. Game birds COffiffiOJ! to -the arE!a are
Franklin and ruffed grouse. The river corridor is critical winter
range for elk. The winter range extends north and east of the corridor along Horse Ridge and Dry Parks. The area is also critical
spring range for grizzlies.
Big game hunting is a major use during the fall. Management of
wildlife species is the responsibility of the Montana Department of
Fish, Wildlife, and Parks.
Assumptinns

Wildlife is an essential part of the Recreational River corridor.
River use is at low levels and occurs at a time when it will liave the
least effect on wildlife.
Increased river use will increase pressure on the fishery.
Management Direction·
See pages B
through 15 for additional discussion of fish and·
wildlife, including threatened and endangered species and management
direction.·
Continue vegetative manipulation projects to improve wildlife habitat
outside the river corridor. Such projects will he screened from-the
river or designed so that they blend into the landscape where possible.
VISUAL
Situation
Below Spotted Bear, the river valley becomes
broad. Views not screened by vegetation are
above Spotted Bear. Generally, this segment
variety as tb.e Wild segment. Views of roads

increasingly flat and
more panoramic than
does not contain as much
occur·, bnt not frequently_.··

Assumptions
The varied and natural-appearing characteristic landscape in this
segment is a major attraction and one of the reasons for the
"Recreational" classification.
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Maintenance and enhancement of the existing characteristic la!ldscape
is desirable.
'Management Direction
Refer to page 20 for additional discussion of the visual resource
and management direction.
~!anage

to maintain existing characteristic landscape.

Enchance characteristic landscape where possible.
LAND. USES AND PROTECTION

LAND OWNERSHIP
Situation

All .land.s within the river .corridor are public lands under the ·adininistration of the Forest Service.
Assumption
Land ownership will not change.
Management Direction
)

Continue public ownership.
FIRE
Situation
Irt rec~ht 'years in the Squth Fork, fire occurrances have been rela-.
tively low;· and the fires have been rather small. However, historically, large fires have occurred in the river corridor, as evidenced
by vegetative patterns. Some man-caused fires have occurred .in
recent years; they are not a major problem.
Fire detection is by aerial patrol and a fixed lookout station. Fire
suppression in the river corridor has been by ground crews. Mechanized
equipment is regularly used in suppression efforts.

•lj

•

Assumptions
The risk of man-caused fires will increase as use increases. ·
Fuel loading will increase as a result of vegetative manipulation
projects.
All fires in the river corridor will be suppressed.
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Management Direction
Meet fire suppression objectives using methods that least alter the
visual resource in the river corridor.
Include fuel abatement plans to reduce fuel loading to acceptable
levels in vegetative manipulation projects.
INSECTS A]D DISEASE
Situation
Insects and diseases have not been a major problem in the South Fork.
Endemic populations of mountain pine beetle have been identified in
and adjacent to the river corridor.
Assumntions
The potential exists for a mountain pine beetle epidemic in the
lodgepole pine stands in the river corridor.
Other insects and diseases are not a problem at this time.
Management Direction
Continue .to monitor insect population changes .
.Acknowledge that if an epidemic occurs, management actions to control
it are acceptable in. the Recreational River corridor.
Insure vegetative manipulation for this purpose is in accordance with
the Management Direction in the Forest Cover section of this chaptei:.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS
TRANSPORTATION
Situation
Access to the river corridor is provided by Forest Roads 1138, 1/895
and 112826. There are no Forest Service Trails within the river
corridor. The .river is, for the most part, readily accessible from
these roads. In several locations, low standard roads l<;!ad from the
access roads to the river.

'

·Popular launch points have adequate parking space to accommodate
existing use.
Assumptions
River access is adequate to ·serve visitor needs even with a modest '
increase in use levels.
Management Direction
Id~ntify and develop additional river access as use increases.

Locate and design additional developments in a manner compatible with
established river values.
)

SlGNING AND BOUNDARY POSTING
Situation
The river corridor boundary is not signed.
such Signing on the s·outh. Fork.

There is little need for·

Assumptions
There will only be a few'areas where the boundary of the corridor
should be marked on the ground.
Management Direction
Sign the boundary in those are11s in rieed of such signing.
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Situation
The Forest Service maintains both a radio and radio phone system at
the Spotted Bear Ranger Station. The radio· net· ·is capable of reaching
the Forest Supervisor's Office in Kalisp~ll. The radio phone is
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connected to commercial phone ·lines in Kalispell. Cow.mu!li cation
systems are maintained for administrative purposes. They are availab'Ie for public use in emergencies. The radia phone is available for
limited public use during non-duty hours.
One of the resorts in the area, also maintains a radio phone system.
It is available for use in .emergency situations.
Assumptions
Existing communication systems are essential for administrative purposes and serve a public need especially in emergency situations.
Management .Direction
Continue to maintain existing communication systems.
MOTORIZED AND MECHANIZED USE
Situation
There are currently no restrictions on motorized or mechanized use in
the river corridor except for Road #38 between Brush Creek and Road
#S95 which is closed to matorized use from .December 1 to April 30.
Assumptions
Motorized overland use is generally acceptable in the river corridOr.
Motorized river use is generally not appropriate in those areas where
it would detract from the natural setting and the near primitive
recreational experience sought by many visitors. Motorized craft use
of the river at times may cause undue disturbance to wildlife. Upstream motorized traffic has the potential for traffic conflict w.ith
downstream non-motorized craft travel.
Management Direction
Prohibit general use of boats driven by motors that exceed 10 4orsepower. Use of boat motors in excess of 10 horsepower may be·aut:horized
fo.r essential administrative purposes, practice and execu.tion of
search and .rescue and for research purposes not possible via craft
with less powerful motors. Authorization must be obtained. from ihe
Forest Supervisor on a case by case basis except that research will
be considered on a project basis. Permission to exceed the 10 horsepower limitation will be granted only for the following reasons:
l.

Identified vessels of recognized search and rescue organizations
or agency actively involved in search or rescue activities· for
suspected injured or drowning victims. Permission will not be
granted for search for lost or damaged vessels, or equipment.
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2.

Identified vessels of recognized search and rescue organizations
or agency (FS, NPS, State) actively involved in training runs,
or agency administrative or research activities not possible via
craft propelled by a 10 horsepower or less motor.

3.

All excepted vessels will be clearly identified while. on the
river. No recreational equipment will be carried on board during
these trips.

Areas or roads in the river corridor may be closed to all or certain
types of motorized travel to protect resource values. Such closure
will be effected by a special Closure order signed by the Flathead·
Forest Supervisor and publicly posted.
VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Situation
At present. there is one float outfitter permitted to .operate on the
river. There are no limitations on private party u~e.
Assumptions
Use levels are presently low and will increase at a moderate rate.
The carrying capacity is relatively high.
l

J

There may be a demand for additional outfitter permits in the future.
Management Direction
Conduct studies to determine carrying capacities and visitor preferences and needs.
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Situation
Administration o-f the South Fork Recreational River is the responsibility of the Spotted Bear District Ranger. A River Manager has been
designated on the District to perform regular river administration.
The river management organization presently includes- the river manager
and one se·asonal recreation guard. These individuals have other
administrative responsibilities. Less than 5% of their time is spent
on river administration.
Assumptions
The pres.ent organization is not adequate to administer the river.
Funding will continue to be a problem in river administration.
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Management Direc;:tion
Continue to seek stable funding levels to adequately administer the
River Management Plan.
Provi<je an adequate work force. to achieve the objectives of this
plan •. A recreation guard .should spend considerably mote time in
river administration.
VISITOR INFORMATION SERVICE (VIS)
Situation
Visitor information is presently provided by Forest and District
employees normally involved in the VIS program., i.e., receptionists,
and by those directly involved in river management. In some cases,
they have a limited !r.not·:ledgc of the :::ive:r and of rlver ma-nagement

philosophy. There are few brochures available. A cqmprehensive
river brochure is under preparation. At present, there is no organized visitor education program.
Assumptions
The demand for visitor information will continue to increase.
A high-quality visitor information and education program is essential
to maintain river values and to provide a safe and satisfying river
·experience.
Management Direction
Place a high priority on providing quality visi.tor information.
Continue to train those involved in the river VIS and Good l{ost
program.
Develop an effective visitor education program.
STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS
Situation
There are several administrative facilities and one Special Use
Resort within the river corridor.
The Spotted Bear Ranger Station is located in the southeast corner of
the corridor. It includes offices, log,and frame dwellings, trailer
houses, bunkhouses, warehouses, a cookhouse, barn, corrals and other
buildings. Electricity is presently generated on the site by diesel
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generators. A hydrqelectric plant is currently under construction on
Bruce Creek which will reduce the need for diesel generators. Most
facilities at the Ranger Station are screened from the river.
The Spotted Bear Campground lies north of the ranger station across
the Spotted Bear River. It consists of 13 units. Campground facilities are screened from the river.
The Special Use Resort lies north of the campground. It consists of
a lodge, several guest and employee cabins, a ba~n, corrals and other
storage and service buildings. Power is generated on the site by·a
gasoline generator. The resort is generallywell screened from'the
river. Structures are painted with earth tones that blend into.the
surroundings.
There are two bridges acro~s the river, a suspension· foot bridge at
the ranger station and a modern cement pier bridge downstream approximately 2 miles.
There are two Bonneville Power Administration and one Soil Conservation Service gaging stations along the river. The SCS Station.which
is across the river from the ranger station, is located directly on
the river bank. One BPA Station is located on the ranger station '
compound. The other is dqwnstream approxim11tely 6 miles. It is
iocated on the river bank.· There is a cable tramway across the river
at this point.

J

There are several popular dispersed campsites along the river. None
of them have toilets. Sanitation is a problem at the most heavily
used sites.
Assumptions
Administrative facilities will continue to be essential for management
needs and to serve the public.
The resort will continue to serve a public need.
flanagement Direction
Screen administrative facilities from the river or blend them into
the river setting.
Allow additional development of the resort provided it is screened
from the river and is compatible with the river environment.
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(sf)
Deny additional permits for commerciH public use facilities in the
river corridor.
Develop additional public facilities such as launch ramps, campsites,
and toilets in the corridor as the need arises. Such facilities v1i1i
be designed and. located so as to protect the values·for which the
river was classified.
RESEARCH
Situation
Research studies have been conducted in the river corridor in the
.·
past. Research on river carrying capacities and uses and range problems
will begin in 1980. There is currently a proposal to begi~ a fisheries
study on the South Fork. See Chapter IX, Research.
Assumptions
There will be a continuing demand to conduct a variety of studies in
the river corridnr.
There will be a continuing need for river studies to refine management
techniques.
Management Direction
Evaluate requests for research studies to insure that study methods
are compatible with river values and management direction.
·
Evaluation of requests for research studies will also consider the
extent to which the study will benefit river management.
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Cf-Lll.PTER VIII

NORTH FORK RECREATIONAL RIVER SEEMENT

RESOURCES
WILDERNESS
Situation
This segm~nt of the river extends from Camas Bridge to the confluence
of the North and Middle Forks of the Flathead River, a distance of
17.6 miles. Glacier Nationai Park manages the corridor on the east
side as defacto wilderness. The section on the west bank presently
varies from developed to natural on National Forest to semideveloped
· oii private land.
Assumptions
Lands within Glacier National Park will remain as wilderness, and be
classified as wilderness within a few years. Demand for use of the
river will increase steadily, primarily for floating (private and
outfitter) and for fishing.and camping. Tr(,spassing on private lands
will inc·rease creating conflicts· between landowners and river users.
Management Direction
Manage the use of the corridor to preserve or enhance the values for
which the river was classified.
provide specific management direction which will foster preservation
of wilderness values of lands in Glacier National Park between Cam11s
Bridge and confluence of North and }fiddle Fork Flathead River.
Require a permit to camp f9r all overnight use of the Glacier National
Park side of the river for National Park backcountry management
purposes.
Supply minimum facilities for resource protection as the need arises,
but develop no significant facilities in Glacier National Park. .

...
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RECREATION
:Situation
Tb.e following are use figures O-f the Recreational segment of the

North Fork:
Year

Recreation Visitor Days

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

1900
2200
2700
1200
1300
3000
4400
5100
. 5500
6000
6500
7500
7500

This data was derived from visual observation with no statistical
methods involved.
The use has been increasing on the North Fork Road over the past 10
to 15 years. Until 1971, the lower l:O miles was a single-lane dirt
surface. Reconstruction .created a sudden increase in the·use of. the
corridor from local residents. Also the Camas Road in Glacier National.
Park was constructed in 1969. This funneled traffic to the northern
tip of the Recreational River segment. More private floaters are
utilizing this s.egment primarily for short trips in the f9.st moving
water.
The developed campsite at Big Creek carrying capacity is 125 PACT's
(persons at one tiine), while the dispersed capacity is estimated at
500 PACT!s. The potential for increasing PACT's exists, especially at
GlacieJ; Rim and at Great Northern Flats. Currently full capacity
utilization is being approached at the developed campsites, and dispersed areas are nearly utilized to maximum on weekends.
Since 1970, some private lands from Canyon Creek to the Middle Fork
have been subdivided and homes constructed. Forest Service acquisition of scenic easements are continuing in this area.
Bull trout and cutthroat trout migrate from Flathead Lake annually.
This creates heavy use of the area by fishermen from June to September.
Glacier Rim, Great Northern Flats, Hell Roaring Creek and Big Creek
Campground are the primary access points.
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The North Fork Road between Camas Road and Canyon Creek is presently
being assessed for reconstruction.
The grizzly bear is listed as "threatened" under the Endangered
Species Act of 1973. The Border Grizzly Study is underway to determine critical-habitat needs for that species. In addition the University of Montana has conducted studies to determine habitat needs of
· the gray wolf. This, species is classified as "endangered" under the
Act. Recreationists may conflict with the life cycles of these
animals.
Assumptions
Populatio.n trends. are expected to rise rapidly in the surrounding
communities for the next two decades. Automobile travel by tourists
from out of the valley will be somewhat inhibited by increasing gas
prices for the next five years. Demand is expected to increase in ...
river use. Part of this increase will be due to recreationists from
out of the area staying longer.
Further research will aid management in allocating river use, deter-·
mining user desires' and facility needs. .
Outfitter rafting companies will request more of the allotment of
allowed floater use. It is also presumed that private floaters ·will
increase their use of this segment of the river.
As increase in use occurs from floating and fishing, recreation conflicts-will occur between user groups. A conflict now occurs between
river users and private landowners ·in the lower segment of the river,
and this conflict will .increase with increased floating.
The plan assumes that the North Fork Road fr'om Canyon Creek to Ca!Jlas
will be improved to a 2-lane paved highway. This will increase i.rse; ·
The road will no longer be gravel, and more local citizens will
utilize the scenic driving loop thru the Park. Furthermore a paved
loop road will allow Glacier Park visitors• to travel to Flathead
.
valley communities without retracking once they have driven over the
Camas Road fr.om West Glacier area.
Mana'gement Direction
Direct administration of uses and activities toward maintaining the
scenic qualities of the area even though intensive use and deveiopment may occur~ tianagement emphasis will be on Outdoor Recreation
Opportunity Class Roaded Natural Appearing (RNA). Refer to Table 4.
Design and construct recreation developments to maintain a pleasing
view and harmony with the qualities on which designation was based.
Recreation facilities will be: (1) located outside the immediate
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foreground, (2) complimentary to the view from the river, and (3)
a,ccomplished with the benefit of a detailed site analysis to determine site suitability.
P-~;ovide

developed floater campsites that generally consist of toilets
located in u,pla.nd areas adjacent to the campsite, access trail to the
toilt'lt, and standardized campsite identification sign. Toilets will
be sccree.ned by vegetation or topography from the river and from the
campsites but adequately signed for easy location. Sites will be
loq•ted where impacts on wildlife will be minimized. ·Campsites will
not be located within view of main road, administrative sites or
within 100 yards of any private lands where possible.
Prov:i,d.~ float;er access sites that generally contain one access path
wit.h bru&h c;leared wide enough to carry an inflated rubber raft.
Minimal facilities ':-?ill include cne tci.letj parking fc.r u.p to lO
vehicl.e:.s, noti.ce boarcis and signs.

Loca.te picnic areas at least five miles apart and away from important
wilditi;fe habitat, and on ~;esiliant sites screened hom the river.
Picnic areas and dispersed areas will be managed under a "pack-it-in,
pack-it"'ciut" policy.
Cons.id:e~; logjams a natural hazard to be encountered by floaters.
Thl!y will not usually be removed. However, individual "sweeper" logs
may be re.moved if they present an extreme hazard to floaters.

Favor wildlife. over recreation developments where conflicts oc_cllr.
Protect. significant ld.storic, scenic, geologic, and archeologic
sites.
Permit commercial services to serve the public needs commen.surate
with maintaining river values.
Encourage public and private efforts designed to protect or improve
rlver va.lues on private land within the river management zone.
Effect management pr<1ctices that favor rare and endangered species if
rec~;eation activities are found to be disruptive of their life cycles
and habitat.
Req'-\ire a non-fee Backcountry Use Permit
National Park.

fo~;

overnight use of Glacier

Develop la.unch sites at Big Creek Campground, Great Northern Flats
and Glacier Rim. Recreation development is to consider environmental
educ.ation and visitor information.
Sign Fo~;est Service lands to reduce conflict between river users and
private landowners.

1C2

Develop a plan of action to control serious resource and sociological
conflicts as use increases. Pending research will aid river managers
in allocating use to outfitter and private floaters, as well as
determining total use. (See Research chapter)
Continue the present number of outfitter floating allocations until
·further analysis supports the need for change.
Ration private fioater use only when additional data and research
indicates the need for rationing.
FOREST COVER
Situation
The river corridor supports a variety of vegetation. Development and
complexity of v;~getation types is dependent on aspect, elevatipn,
soil type, depth of soil, moisture and past natural. and m!ln-made
historical events.
The' slopes along the Recreational River segment are covered with
coniferous trees and a variety of brush fields. The brush fields are
located in Glacier National Park and are mainly a result o{ a l967
forest fire.
Trees present include grand fir, Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine, western
whitepine, western red ced!lr, western larch, Englemann spruce, subalpine fir, ponderosa pine and cottonwood. Shrubs· common to the
understory·include parchistima, alder, willow, redstem ceonolthus,
mountain maple, mountain ash, huckleberry and serviceberry.
·
The timber resource located on National Forest consists of about 30%
of the total timber resource within the corridor. The remainder is owned by
private individuals or is within Glacier National Park. With exception
of the Glacier Rim area, most tree stands are immature. Glacier Rim
is an over-mature cedar-white pine type. Small patches of brush
fields occur along the corridor on the west side of the river.
Present Forest management practices consist of salvage and sanitation
cuts. The mountain pine beetle, has now infested the river corridor.
Timber cutting is not a pr~dominate feature in this section of river.
Assumptions
Maintenance of a forest cover for aesthetic values on the.west side
of the river will continue to be a major management concern. On the
Park side, however, the objective will be to continue to preserve the
natural condition.
Aesthetics, wildlife and water quality will predominate as key resources,
manipulation of forest cover will consider these above values first.
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The mountain pine· b-eetle_ wilL continue to. s.pread and kill mature
lodgepole pine.
Mana-gement Direction
Mirnage. timber and other vegetatiol;l in the corri<l.or primarily for
vis1lal quality and wildlife· p\lrposes. The primary objective& for
management of fore's·t cover a'r.e described under the Recreation, Visual
Resource, Wildl;i:fe and Water Quality sections of Chapter I.
Allow veogetative manipulation in the river corridor (1) in connection
with the construction and maintenance of appropriate developments,
(2) to r.e.duce a· safe-ty hazard, (3) w:hen determined ne-cessa-ry t_o
prevent: deterioration of. river values, (4) to improve wildlife habitat;
and (5:) to maintain a- hea•lthy, vigorous timber stand.
De~ign approved· vegetative nianipula.tion projects to protect the

val11es for whi.ch the·- river was classi.fied. Where possible, they will
be screened- from the river or designed to blend with natural lin~s,
forms,, te:>etures and coTo:rs-. Management ac.tivities outside the river
cor·ridor ·wil:.l he a.o.ordina-ted with river management objectives to
minimize impacts on. views: from, the river. Refer t.o page 20 for
additional discus:sion o-f the visual res.ource and management direction.

Situation
Since the rive-r- management zone is generally forested, grazing is of
minor importanc:e. Presently the Rose· Ranch at Blankenship Jun·ction
is the only commercial rauching operation that include-s grazing along
the river. Development of private lands in the area are reducing
grazing lands.
· '
·
Ass-u,mptions
Demand for grazing within the corridor will increase, as a result of·
recreation stock increases on private lands..
Historical grazing use of these lands will continue and can be-provided
in scenic easements.
Gr_azing will not be permitted within Glacier National Park or at
developed campsites.
Management Direction
Manage grazing under terms of scenic easements to protect resource
values. Favor wildlife and recreation use on National Forest where conflict
exists.

Review grazing permits to determine their need and compatability with
"Recreational" river values.
FISH AND WILDLIFE
Situation
Big game wintering range is located from Great Northern Flats to Camas
Bridge on the Park side of the corridor. The primary winter range on
the National Forest extends from Big Creek Campground to Camas Bridge.
Fishing is an important recreational use of this segment of river from
June to September. Some hunting and trapping takes place also.
Assumptions
Reconstruction of the North Fork Road will increase the resident-population and visitor use and conflicts will rise.
Increasing visitor use along this segment will exert increasing pressure
on the fisheries and wildlife resource.
Management Direction
Resolve domestic stock grazing conflicts with wildlife on National
F.orest lands in favor of wildlife.
Prohibit snowmobile use within the corridor from December l to May l
from Big Creek Station to Camas Bridge annually because of adverse
impacts on wildlife.
Prohibit motorized use of Big C·reek Campground from· November l to May l
to protect wildlife.
See pages 13 through 15 for additional discussion of fish and wild· life including threatened and endangered species and management direction.
VISUAL
Situation
From Big Creek to the confluence of the North and Middle Forks, the
river flows through a broad v-shaped valley. In many cases, steep
slopes continue down to the waters edge. Views· are more open than on
the Scenic segment, and roads are seen frequently and for long duration.
Assumptions
The varied and natural appearing characteristic landscape in this
segment is a major attraction and one of the reasons for the Recreational classification.
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aaintenance and enhancement. of the existing characteristi.c landscape is
desirable.
Management ·Direction
Refer to page 20 for additional discussion of the visual resource and
management. direction.
LAND USES AND PROTECTION
LAND OWNERSHIP
Situation

From Camas Bridge down river to McGinnis Road all lands west of the
river are National Forest. South of the McGinnis Road to Blankenship
Brid.ge are mixed priva·te lands and National Forest. All of the corridor
east of the river is within Glacier National Park.
Scenic easement negotiations are underway for the private lands.
Acquisitions for fee title are only.being pursued on a willing S~ller
buyer basis.
Assumptions
Develo.pment of privately owned land will continue. There will be· some
development not compatible with the recreational classification before
completion of scenic e:asement·acquisition.
Management Direction
Proceed with acquisition of scenic eas·ements on a priority basis.
Inspect
year.

<~nd

document each scenic easement parcel a minimum of once, per

Respond i.n a timely manner (within 30 days) to landowners request for
construction or development authorization as required by scenic easement
terms.
LAND OCCUPANCY AND USE
Situation
There are a variety of special use permits and easements providing· for
use of National Forest Lands, in or adjacent to the corridor by private
individuals, other Government or State agencies, companies, or public
utilities.
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Assumptions
Requests for use of National Forest lands for a variety of uses will
c-ontinue.
Management Direction
Continue to accept and ·evaluate applications for all uses in ·the riyer
corridor on a case by case basis. Only those uses that are of a public
service, utility, or sanitation nature will be approved. Permits to ·
authorize convenience type' use will not be issued.
Modify items currently under permit which are readily visible from the
river or main access roads, or do. not blend or fit in with the natural
environment of the corridor area or terminate them upon expiration of
the current 'permit term. Approve new permit applications only upon
completion of an Envir·onment Assessment showing that:
1.

The proposed use will be inconspicuous from the river, main
access roads or trails where appropriate.

2.

Any visible improvements will be designed and constructed to
blend or fit with their natural surroundings.

3.

Wildlife, fishery, and watershed values will be protected or
enhanced.

4.

Proposed uses will compliment Glacier National Park defacto
wilderness management where applicable.

)

.
5.

The proposed use will not detr·act from ·public recreation uses
and experiences available.

.

FIRE
Situation
Fire-occurrence in the lower portion of the Recreational segment has
been insignificant since 1930. The Half Moon Fire of 1929 burned some
of this area. The area from Dry Creek to Camas in Glacier National Park
and small portions west of the river on National Forest lands burned in
1967 in a severe fire; Brush· fields have been regenerated with some
tree seedlings reestablished.
The Glacier View District conducts an active fire prevention program
during the annual fire season. Forest Service aerial patrol, Cyclone
Lookout and Huckleberry Lookout in Glacier National Park are the primary
detection methods used. Suppression is by ground crews in the area west
of the river. Glacier National Park is responsible for fire protection
within Park boundaries. Flathead National Fores-t suppresses fires on
State, private, and its own lands.
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Assumptions

Man-caused fires will increase because of increased use by people along
the river.
Management Direction
Suppress all fires until an approved ffre management plan allows otherwise. Fire control objectives are aimed at suppressing fires without
use of heavy earth moving equipment.
INSECTS AND DISEASE
Situation
In 1973 endemic mountain pine beetle infestations erupted into an epi<iemic near i<intla Lake in Glacier National Park. Heavy concentrations
of these insects now are present from the Canadian border to Camas
Bridge on both the National Forest and in the Park. They are now found
in scattered patches all the way to .Columbia Falls. Mo.rtality is severe
irr tre·es ove-r 6" in diame·te-r.

·nwarf .mistletoe is present throughout the older lodgepole pine stands.
·Generally mortality has been minimum.
Douglas·-fir beetle has caused. heavy losses over the past 10 years in the
larger Douglas-fir trees. Tree crowns appear to thin 3 to 5 years
before death.
·Healthy stands of trees along the river offer a natural l<;>oking experience for the river user.
Assumptions
The mountain pine beetle epidemic will continue until nearly all of the
larger lodgepole pines have been killed.
The economic value of lodgepole pine for lumber declines substantially
after the dead tree passes -through 2 summer seasons. Firewood and pulp
value remains for many· yea.rs.
The mistletoe will infect adjacent newly regenerated trees, unless the
stands are burned by fire or large patches are killed by the ·mountain
pine beetle.
Some large Douglas-fir trees will gradually succumb to the Douglas-fir
beetle. During the intervening period, the area will be naturally
restocked to Douglas-fir.
The naturalness of the river. may be lessened for a period as the mountain pine beetle epidemic runs its course. Aesthetic values will be
lessened.
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Management Direction
Salvage dead trees on the National Forest with horses or light equipment
as mortality occurs.
Leave some areas for natural decay and for wildlife trees, especially
where logging will reduce the river values.
Construct no roads that cannot later be returned to a natural looking
condition.
Provide compatible management on State lands through a memorandum of
understanding with the Department of Natural Resources.
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Situation

)

The North Fork Road /f210 extends from Columbia Falls to the -Canadian
border. Although for many years it was administered by the Forest
Service, it has now been transferred to Flathead County jurisdiction.
This road parallels the Recreational River corridor from Blankenship
Junction to Camas Bridge, and it passes in and out of the classified
corridor numerous times. It is presently a paved 2-lane highway from
Blankenship Junction to Canyon Creek, a distance of 3 miles. From there
to Camas, it is primarily a 1~ lane dirt road. The Federal Highway
Administration is now preparing an environmental assessment to determine
the need to improve the road to a 2-lane paved standard.
The Blankenship Road, county jurisdiction, runs from the North Fork road
approximately 3 miles to the Blankenship Bridge, the lower termini of
the Recreational segment. Numerous year-round homes occupy the roadside.
This road ~s partly paved.
North of the Blankenship Junction along the North Fork Road for 1 - 2
miles:, several access roads extend toward the river to permanent homes.
The only other roads leading to the river are Glacier Rim, Great Northern Flat and Big Creek Campground. All are single-lane dirt.
In Glacier Park a low grade jeep trail runs from the Quarter Circle
Bridge down the Middle Fork and up the North Fork to an old logging camp
on the river.
Along the Park periphery adjacent to the North Fork River, there is a
Park boundary trail that was used for. patrol in the past. The trail is
in poor condition and rarely used.
· ·
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Assumptions

Forest #210, the North Fork Road, will be approved for upgrading .to a 2lane paved road from Canyon Creek to Camas Bridge. This will gradually
increase traffic.

Paving of the Blankenship Road t9 the bridge will be completed in the
next few years.
The road into Great Northern Flat and Big Creek will be improved as
primary access to the ·river. No impovements will be made on the Glacier
Rim roads in the forseeable future.
More roads are expected to be built on the private lands for new home
access.
!i_~nagement

Direction

Manage road construction on private lands with terms in scenic easements.
Design river access. roads and otJ,ler road projects on Nat+.onal Forest

lands to standards which will protect resources in the river area.
Allow the road and trail in the Park to .revert to a natural conditioiJ..
SIGNING AND BOUNDARY POSTING
Situation
The river corrido-r ·area contains much private land immediately bordering
the river and intermingled with National Forest and State. lands.
Assumptions
Recreation use of the river and corridor area will increase. This will
provide increasing potential for conflict with private landowners.
Existing signing by both private landowners and thP l'orest Service is
inadequate to inform recreationists where they are on the river, and if
they are on public or private lands.
Some sign designs and sizes are not appropriate along a nationally
classif-ied river.
Management Direction
Manage signing on private lands within the river corridor under terms of
scenic easements where appropriate.
Sign access sites, mouths of major creeks and points at which floaters
are entering and leaving publicly owned shoreline.
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MOTORIZED AND MECHANIZED USE
Situation
With the exception of snowmobiles, motorized off-road vehicle use is
generally limited by steep slopes and heavy vegetation. Off-road
motorized travel within Glacier National Park is not permitted. From
Big Creek to Camas Bridge, snowmobile use is prohibited to protect
wintering big game.
Assumptions
Motorized river use is generally not appropriate in those areas where it
would detract from the natural setting and the near primitive recreational experience sought by many visitors. Notarized craft use of the
river at times may cause undue disturbance to wildlife. Upstream motor~
ized traffic has the potential for traffic conflict with downstream nonmotorized craft travel.
Management Directi0n
Prohibit general use of boats driven by motors that exceed 10 horsepower. Use of boat motors in excess of 10 horsepower. may be authorized
for essential administrative purposes, practice and ex.ecution ·of search
and rescue and for research purposes not possible via craft with less
powerful motors. Authorization must be obtained from the Forest Supervisor on a case by ~ase basis except that research will be considered on
a project basis. The Chief Ranger, Glacier National Park, will be
immediately notified of all such authorizations where Park lands border
the river. Permission t,o exceed the.lO horsepower limitation will be
granted only for the following·reasons:
l.

Identified vessels of recognized search and rescue organizations
or agency actively involved in search or rescue activities ·for
suspected injured or droWning victims. Permission will not be
granted for search for lost or damaged vessels, .or equipment.

2.

Identified vessels of recognized search and rescue organizations or
agency (FS, NPS, State) actively involved in training runs, or
agency administrative or research activities not possible via craft
propelled by a 10 horsepower or less motor.

3.

All excepted vessels will be clearly identified while on the
river. No recreational equipment will be carried on board during
these trips.
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Areas or roads in the river corridor may be .cltJs.ed to all or certain

types of motorized travel to protect resourc.e values. Such ·Closure will
.be effected by a special closure order signed by the Flathead Forest
Supervisor and publicly posted.

VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Situation
At present, recreation river and corridor users are only restricted by·
those regulations in force and applicable to other areas of National
\Park, Natinnal Forest, or State lands in the area.
River float outfitters are regulated by National Forest Special Use
JPermit.
Assuraptio-n.s

;Floater use is g.r0wing but has not reached the upper limits of river use
capacity ..
·Manageme;'lt Direction
Support research efforts to determine river floater recreation carrying
capacities. Def·er implementation of a mandatory float permit system
until necessary.
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ADMINISTRATION ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Situation
The Forest Service has been designated as lead agency for river management activities in the classified Flathead River System.
The National Park Service and the State of ~lantana retain management
responsibility for their lands ~ithin the river corridor.
The Fores"t Service, the National Park Service, and the State of Montana,
Departments of Natural Resources and Conservation, and Fish, Wildlife,
·and ·Parks have participa-ted coope-ratively in the formulation of this
River ~lanagement Plan.·
Current National Forest administrative responsibility for management
activities on the Recreational River is with the Glacier View Ranger.
On the District, there is an individual assigned·river management
duties as a part of his oyerall job responsibility. Managementresponsibility for Glacier National Park lands within the river corridor is
with the Chief Ranger.
Assumptions
As public use and associated demands of the river corridor continues to
grow, more management and a<jministrative staffing time will be needed.
Management Direction
Provide an adequate work force to achieve the objectives of this plan.
Develop a permanent professional staff to administer the protection of
river resources, and to eqharice the experiences of river users.·
Form a team of Glacier View District and Glacier National Park personnel
and several landowners to stay abreast of potential problems and
opportunities.
VISITOR INFORMATION SERVICE

(VIS)

Situation
Principal responsibility for search and rescue operations on lands
outside of Glacier National Park, on the river and in the corridor area
resides with the "Flathead County Sheriff. Within Glacier National Park
the National Park Service has exclusive jurisdiction.
The Forest Service and National Park Service may assist with search an.d
rescue operations in emergency situations on an as needed basis on the.
river as in·other areas.
At present; little published information on river floating and use of
the corridor area is available from management agencies. The river
corridor has little informative signing-at access sites. Recreation
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visitors have little opportunity to 01scuss river floating and its
hazards with management agency personnel unless they stop by a Ranger
Station and actively solicit it.
During high spring runnoff (normally May and June) the North Fork of the
Flathead river offers greater hazards to river floaters. This arises
from two situations. Water temperatures are extremely low during this
period and can quickly induce hypothermia (lowering ·of the body temperature) in persons immersed (or wet from spray or rain) in the wate.r.
Secondly, the severe wave action, turbulence, and obstacles in the water
can over·turn a boat or raft and place the occupants in daQger of drowning
in the swift, turbulent water. In some areas the river is not readily
accessible to the highway and it may be difficult to obtain assistance
in an emergency situation.
Assllinption~

River use ·by both qualified and beginner river floaters will increase
with more people on the river. The chance of emergency incidents will
increase as well.
Portions of the river may be more safely floated with proper equipment,
skill level, and the knowledge of the river during a portion of the use
season.

The provision of information to the public, relative to floating, by the
agency is an important management tool to help insure a safer, higher
quality recreational floating experience.
The decision to accept the risks associated with river floating are
personal decisions to be made by each individual. Risk is an integral
part of the river floating experience.
Management Direction
Continue Forest Service cooperation with the Flathead County Sheriff and
oth<>r "gencies, as appropriate, in search and rescue missions in the
river and corridor area.
Provide information to users on potential hazards, type of equipment,
and river safety through publications, recreation visitor services at
Ranger Stations, and at access sites through signing or visitor contact
where .feasible. The final decision to accept the risk and the consequences of a river float will be made by the individual ·recreationist.
STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS
Situation
The only agency administrative structures in the corridor are at Big
Creek Work Center. These include all the facilities at the Work Center,
all facilities at Big Creek Campground and some facilities at Upper Big
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Creek Campground. Most of these structures blend in with the natural
environment and are not obtrusive. They have been in the area for many
years.
There are numerous private structures within the corridor. Most ate far
enough away to· be unobtruoive. In some instances, struc.tures do detract
from natural river values.
There are private structures within the corridor. Most are far enough
away to be unobtrusive. In some instances, structures do detract from
nat.ural river values:
Assumptions
Existing agency administrative structures, improvements, and recreation
developments are necessary and will continue to be maintained with
regard for river recreation and resource.values. Additional recreational
access sites will be developed as proposed in the Recreation section of
this chapter. Care will be taken to insure that additional recreational
and access site developments are compatible with river recreation and
resource values and are the minimum developments needed to mee.t their
purpose on a site by site basis.
Management Direction
Developments on private lands in the river corridor will continue.
Scenic easement controls, when acquired, will provide protection to
river recreation and resol!rce values. Scenic easements will be acquired
on all lands in the river corridor as detailed in the Flathead Wild and
Scenic River Acquisition Plan.
RESEARCH
Situation
There is a continuing need for data on the recreational carrying capacity and experience expectations of recreation visitors to the river and
corridor area. There is also a need for data regarding fish, birds, and
wildlife that inhabit or pass through the corridor. It will be increasingly important to understand how growing recreation use affects the
coriidor resources and inhabitants. See Chapter IX, Resea~ch.
Assumptions
The need for research data relative to the river and corridor area will
continue.
Management Direction
Encourage and where feasible support, bonafide research efforts at
filling identified research needs.
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CHAPTER IX
RESEARCH

One of the major needs related to administration of the Flathead Wild
and Scenic River is that of more adequate data_on which to base management decisions.
Recreation stock use along the South Fork Wild segment within the Bob
Marsl;l,all Wilderness is having a major impact on the area's ecology.
Because of the remoteness of this stretch of river, recreation sto&k-~-&-----
heavily used to transport river floaters, their equipment and suppl_ies
to launch points, and in many cases provide logistics support for each ·
camp established during the float down river. The corridor is also a
focal point of hunting camps in the fall, and a multitude· of·l:iackpackers
and horseback wilderness users duririg the summer. Consequently; range .
degradation is occurring on many popular campsites. In order to gain
inore information about the range situation along the South Fork, a twoyear range study will begin in the 1980 field season.
Although river managers currently have some data on which decisions
regarding social and physical carrying capacities of floaters can be
made, a comprehensive study of the three forks of the Flathead is needed
to supplement the present state of knowledge. To meet this need,
·
Flathead National Forest and Glacier National Park have entered into
agreements with the Department of Wildland Recreation Management,
College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range Science, University of Idaho to
conduct a two-year study of the three forks of the Flathead. The study
will be conducted ~der the supervision of William J. McLaughlin, Ph.
D., principal investigator, and Edwin Krumpe, Ph. D., co-investigator.
The study is being coordinated with Forest Service wilderness research
being conducted by Robert C. Lucas, Research Project Leader, Forestry
Science Laboratory, Missoula, Montana. Also, John H. Schomaker, Research
Forester, and David W. Lime, Research Social Scientist, of the Forest·
Service, North Central Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota,
have been consulted regarding the.merits of this study and they have
given their support to the effort. The Flathead study will compliment
the National River Recreatio.n Study now being conducted by Lime and
Richard C. Knopf, Research Forester. An advisory group composed 'of
river managers, Forest Service researchers, and representatives of
commercial outfitters,. non-commercial floaters and corridor landowners
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will provide consultation on the execution of L~e study. The South Fork
portion of the river study will compliment the range study being conducted there at the same time.
The study's ·overall purposes are to determine the perceptions, characteristics and distribution of participants in river recreation on the
North, Middle and South Forks of the Flathead River and to investigate
in an exploratory manner the relationships between the management
preferences of present users and existing setting opportunities (physical and social). The specific objectives are:
1.

To determine the characteristics of the river users of the North,
South and Middle Forks of the Flathead River. This will include
demographic characteristics (e.g. age, sex, occupation, residence,
income, etc.) social characistics, (e. g. group size and type,
behavior. spatial tOlerance) desired nsvchclc-zic31 outcomes as
defined by B. L. Driver, and information concerning location of
user, and recr~ation activity characteristics.
~

-

J

...

,

<.J

2.

To identify the preferences of existing users for maximum group
size, n\l11lber of parties, proposed river mimagement policies, river
campsites and/or day use facilities and presence of outfitters.

3.

To determine if users perceive differences between the sections of
river classified "Scenic" "Recreational" and "Wild".

4.

To establi.sh and monitor throughout the re-creation use season
selected observable human impacts for a series of sites along the
South, North and Middle Forks of the Flathead. These will be·
identified and selected in conjunction with the agency managers.
The ·emphasis will be on monitoring change and the establishllrent of
reference points for the future.

This 2-year study will be done in conjunction with an on-going nonagency funded 3-year study (November 1979 - November 1983) entitled
"Cognitive Images, Visitor Profiles and the Choice Process in Dispersed
Forest Recreation." The on-going study includes only the North Fork of
the Flathead and focuses on the development of a theoretical framework
linking prototypic cognitive images of recreation environments with the
recreation choice process.
The combination of the two projects will provide the followin'g information useful to managers:
1.

Recreation resource impact information.

2.

Information on perceptions of present use levels.

3.

Information on user satisfaction.

4.

User preferences for permit allocations.

. ,. !
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5.

Users perceptions and preferences of management practices
according to. the Scenic, Wild, and Recreational River class
ification categories.

6.

Identification of users' motives and reasons why they float the
three forks of the Flathead River.

This information will be used by managers in refining this river management plan and in making daily management decisions.
Another significant aspect of the study is that little, if any, research
is presently being. conducted to explore the theorized conceptual linkage
between the recreationist's mental image of a particular recreation
setting and how that image is used by the recreationist in choosing
recreation settings. The potential of adding to our existing knowledge
about prototype formation and man's perception of the· riverine environment also make this work important.
·
More detailed information on the methodology of the river study is
contained in Appendix C, River User Study Methodology.
The individuals listed below have been asked to serve on a study project
coordinating committee in an advisory role. They represent State and
Federal agencies, outfitters; landowners, non-outfitter river runners
and scientists who have knowledge of and interest in the management of
the Flathead River. The group will meet periodically throughout the
course of the study and provide input related to the design, execution,
and analysis of the research project.
Dr. Bob Lucas
Intermountain Forest and Range
E'xperiment Station

Mr. Jerry DeSanto
Subdistrict Supervisory Park Ranger
Glacier National Park'

Dr. John Schomaker
North Central Experiment Station
USDA Forest Service

Mr. Chuck Sigler
Chief Ranger
Glacier National Park

Mr. Jerry Stokes
Recreation Staff Officer
Flathead National Forest

Mr. Leo Marnell
Aquatic Ecologist
Glacier National Park

Mr. Tony Buechel
Recreation Staff
Montana Department of Fish
Wildlife and Parks

Mr. Bob Morey
Wilderness Specialist
Glacier National Park

Mr. Dick Call, District Ranger
Glacier View Ranger District

Mr. Rick Fitzgerald, Outfitter
Big River Traverse
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Mr. Ch4ck Brooks, District Ranger

tlr. Roland Cheek, Outfitter
Skyline Outfitters

Hungry Horse Ranger District
Mr. Fred Flint

Spotted Bear Ranger District

Mr. Reno Baldwin, Outfitter
Great Northern Rafting

Mr. Dave Panabaker
Subdistrict Supervisory Park
Ranger, Glacier National Park

Mr. C. B. Rich
Professional Wilderness
Outfitters Association

Mr. Pat. Graham
:Project Leader
Flathead ~iver Basin
Fisheries Study

Dr. Dave Cole
Research Ecologist

M:r·. Onno Wi'eringa) Outfitter
GLacier Raft Company

Mr. Robert F. Salandi
Local private floater

Mr. Gus Sonnberg
North Fork Land Owner's
Asso-ciation

Dr. Steve McCool
School of Forestry
University of Montana

Mr. ~like Daily
Local private floater

Mr. Sid Goodrich
Middle Fork landowner

Mr. Tom Vars
Division of Forestry

Mr. Ernie Clark
Local private floater

Intermountain

For~st

and

Range Experiment Station

Mr. Jim Dolan
Recreation and Lands
Wilderness arid Wild/Scenic Rivers Coordinator
Region 1, Forest Service

.f. li
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CHll.PTER X

PUBLIC HNOLVOOT SlJIIWIRY

Notices of the draft management plan were sent to 360 landowners, 40
Federal, State, and local Governmental agencies, .5 newspapers, and 7
radio stations. Requests for copies of the plan were received from
103 landowners, 10 Governmental agencies, 83 other citizens, and 12
outfitters. Written responses were received from 8 landowners, 8
local floaters, 3 non-local floaters, 16 outfitters, 19 Forest Service
employees, 5 Governmental agencies, 3 local citizens, 4 non-local
citizens, and 3 unidentified respondents for a total of 69 responses.
The high number. of Forest Service personnel who commented resulted
from review' of the draft plan by Regional Office persoruiel representing various resource disciplines, and by other Forest Service river
managers in Region One. In addition to the written comments, oral
comments were received at a meeting with outfitters representing seven
outfitter operations and another meeting with eight private floaters
representing the general local floating public.
A ninety page analysi~ of comments was compiled. This analysis displays all comments by draft plan page number to which each comment
applied. These comments were helpful in defining management direction
in the plan.
The major concerns identified from the public responses are lis_ted
below. They are not listed in the order of importance. All comments
received are on file at the Flathead National Forest Supervisor's
Office, Kalispell, Montana.
Concern:
Many comments were related to the absence of use data in which
the need for restrictions such as permits and limits on number Of
users could be justified.
Response:
Management direction related to size of party and frequency of
launches for outfitted parties is based on mechanical counters,
estimates by managers and actual numbers of floaters served by
outfitter operations and the recreation opportunity that is to be
provided by each river segment. If further research so warrants,
management direction will be modified accordingly.
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Proposals to institute a permit system for private floaters have

been deferred pending completion of the river user study in 1982.
(See Research, Chapter IX).
Concern:
Restrictions placed on Recreational segments were generally felt
to be unnecessary and not in keeping with the definition of
"Recreational".
Response:
No permits will be required for non-commercial floaters on
Recreational segments and there will be no limits on non-commercial party size or number of launches and unless further information indicates such controls are necessary.
Commercial party size-has been increased on the Recreational
segment most heavily used. by outfitters by allowing party sizes
of more than 2Q people per launch if they can be safely accomodated in four rafts.
Concern:
Implementation of a permit system for non-commercial floaters
was_ widely opposed.
Response:
No general permit system will be implemented on the Wild, Scenic,
or Recreational segments until and unless further information at
a later date indicates a permit system is needed on these segments.
Concern:
River managers need more research data on which to base rational,
defensible management decisions.
Response:
Glacier National Park and Flathead National Forest are jointly
funding a two-year study, beginning in 1980, and to be conducted
by the University of Idaho Department of Wildland Recreation, to
gather additional information on which to base social and physical
carrying capacity ..
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Concern:
Outfitters feel the percentage of total use allocated to paying
guests is discriminatory.
Response:
Private use will not be rationed at this time on any segment.
Thus no allocation-between commercial and non-commercial 'users
exists.
Concern:
The tone of the draft plan is restrictive in nature.
Response:
Several of the restrictions found in the draft plan have been
modified or eliminated. The approach to management of the Flathead Wild and Scenic River will be to inform and educate river
users in low impact camping and other envirollinenta.lly sensitive
practices. River use and possible resource damage will be
closely monitored. If all other management methods fail to
protect the river resource, restriction will be used.
)

Concern:
Corridor landowners are being adversely impacted by the growing
numbers and actions of other river users.
Response:
Public access sites are being developed along those river segments bordered by private lands. The corridor will be signed
during 1980 to advise river users where.private lands are. A
user guide to the three forks will soon be available showing
public and private lands and public access sites. Those developments, and provision of more information and education through
more visitor contact as called for in the plan will alleviate
much of the landowner concern about public use of the corridor.
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APPENDIX A
RIVER USE

l.

"Launch" Is defined as the original entry into the river at the
start of any given river float trip.

2.

"River Float Trip"· Includes any trip where the primary means of
travel or advertised reason for the trip is by river craft in- .
eluding rafts, canoes, kayaks, dorries, or other recognized types
of craft. Not included are swimming, wet suiting, snorkeling,
·
tubing,. etc.

3.

"River Use Allocation Display" The following chart displays_
allocation of recreational river float trips to the coOJ!llercially_
outfitted.

4.

"River Float Season" - While segments of the river system may be
floated·, at various levels of difficulty, from April through·
October, the primary_ use periods for the three forks of the river
are as listed below:
·

7/1
6/15
6/1
5/15
6/1
6/1

South Fork (Wild)
South Fork (Rec.)
Middle Fork (Wild)
Middle Fork (Rec.)
North Fork· (Scenic)
North Fork (Rec.)

12 3

-

8/30
9/5
7/30
9/5
8/15
8/15

o·
South Fork
Wild' River
Within
Wilderness
South Fqrk
W:j_ld River
Outside
Wilderness
South Fork
Recreational
River

3/wk.

10*

3/wk.

5

1

2/day

20

1

3/wk.

10*

3

Middle Fork
Recreattonal
River Except
Moccasin Cr.
toW. Glacier

15/day

20

Middle Fork
Recreational
River
Moccasin Cr.
to W. Glacier

12/day

Middle Fork
Wild River

North Fork
Scenic River
North Fork
Recreationa-l
River
*

5

20*"-'<

4/da

15

9/day

20

3

Size of party in individual wild river trips may be increased a maximum of 20 percent per trip by the river manager if in his judgment
the outfitter is adopting innovative methods not generally in common
use by the industry and which will lead to a significant reduction in_
resource ;impacts.

**

20 people per launch (or 4 boats per launch with number of people
determined by manufacturer's boat loading capacity recommendation).
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)

Guidelines for outfitted or guided river float trips:
A.

A legitimate outfitter who operated acceptably during the
season will have preference for a similar pe~it the following year.

B.

When outfitter vacancies occur due to termination of permit
or sale of real property, the following procedures will be
followed:
a.

Reevaluation of public need for continued outfitter
services.

b.

If a need is shown a determination of whether an
existing outfitter should be allowed to provide the
necessary services or

c.

Selection of a new outfitter based on qualifications of
applicant, ability to meet specifically identified
public service need, resource value ·protection.

c.

Outfitter/Guide permits or permit
ferable, assignable, or salable.
business (real property) does not
the equipment will be selected to

D.

Permit applications from previous season outfitters will be
accepted 9/1- 3/31, and tentative approval·or disapproval
will be made within two weeks of receipt of the application.

E·.

Permits are terminable for violation of any permit clauses
or limitations. A permit termina.ted for cause will not be
reissued to the same individual, partner, or company at a
later date.
·

F.

Fee payment will be by a lump sum payment prior to going on
the river. This payment will be based on the outfitters
best estimate of service days he will be able to use within
the limits of the permit.

G.

Permits will be issued to applicants only when acceptable
proof of insurance is provided, fees are paid, and certification of required first aid training is provided.

H.

One boatman per party must have, as a minimum, current
American Red Cross certification of completion of standard
course and CPR training.
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privileges are not transThe sale of an outfitter
guarantee the new owner of
receive a permit.

I.

The outfitter must certify in writing that each individual
boatman has piloted a craft through the section of river he
will be operating on a minimum of 3 times (Middle Fork), l
time (South and North Forks), and that he is thoroughly
competent to handle the type of craft and equipment that the
outfitter will use.

J.

Prior to commencing season operations the outfitter will
furnish a list of boatmen and certify their experience. The
river manager must be notified of any changes in boatmen.

K.

The permittee must have, in his possession, a complete,
approved copy of the permit before going on the river.

1.

Wild River launch dates may not be changed without the
approval of the river manager.

M.

All river camps will be temporary in nature and all improvements or equipment will be set up· and removed with each
trip. Each campsite use must be approved by the appropriate
river manager for the permit.

N.

The outfitter will notify the appropriate river manager as
soon as possible or within 12 hours of the end of the trip
of any personal injury requiring a doctor's care or.in the
case of property loss or·damage in excess of $200.00.

0.

Training trips must be scheduled by the outfitter and approved
in advance by the river·manager. Training trips will be
limited to 3 per season per outfitter on Wild River segments.

P.

The permittee will furnish the appropriate actual use
records on a monthly basis or as otherwise directed.
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Daily Mean Temperatures
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Mean Monthly Discharge
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APPENDIX C
FLATHEAD V/ILD NID SCENIC RIVER USER Sll.IDY
t1ErHOOOLCX1Y fli'ID PROCE111RES
Methodology for Objectives l, 2, and 3:
Chapter IX)

(See study objectives in

The survey research method will be utilized to accomplish ·these
objectives. In particular, questionnaire design and administration
will follow the Total Design Method (Dillman 1978). Major steps of·
the survey research process are briefly addressed in the following
material.
Prioritized listings of future management issues (i.e., physical and
social) relevant to the North, South and Middle Forks of the Flathead
River have been developed by the researchers using the nominal group
process technique (Delbecq, Van de Ven and Gustafson 1975). River
managers from the National Park Service, the U.S. Forest Service, and
river outfitters participated in this pro·cess in September of 1979.
This information will be used in designing the management oriented
questions and in an attempt to assure relevance.
The information obtained from the nominal group process technique
combined with the objectives of this study, previously used methods
for operationalizing the prototype concept, and continued inputs from
agencies will be used to develop and· refine objectives for each of
the survey techniques proposed for use. As is shown in Figure 1
these include a pretrip interview and a post-trip questionnaire. The
pre-trip interview will be structured and include a user response
form which will illicit user expectations and preferred psychological
outcomes (motives) toward river recreation and the riverine environment. The post-trip·mail-back questionnaire will contain questions
designed to determine resulting preferences and perceptions of subjects
with regard to the physical, social and managerial attributes of the
riverine environment after a trip is completed. Additional questions
addressing demographic· and s.ocial characteristics, recreation activity
characteristics, management preferences, and other items will be
included. The final block of questions used in the mail-back questionnaire will use a picture format and solicit responses pertaining
to the subject's cognitive image of the river. The process used to
design these instruments (i.e., pictures) is more fully described in
the following pages.
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Figure l.
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For the purp.oses of sampling design the population will be all recreation float users of the Flathead River. The sample population will
include rafters, canoers, kayakers and any other non-agency boat users
of the river that are 16 years of age or older. For the pre-trip
interviews, users will be contacted at the be~inning or termination of
. the~r-river t:dp at kiiown lnformal ·and- f:ormaTNorth~ South and Middle
Fork launch points. A trained surveyor will administer a short (5-10
minute) interview. The post-trip mail-back questionnaire will be sent
to randomly selected river users within two weeks of trip completion.
Launch and egress points will be identified through consultation between
river managers and investigators.
The sample size and randomization procedures will follow accepted
sampling methodology (Bailey 1978, Hays 1973, Cochran 1977). The
preliminary design is to sample on randomly selected days of each month
from June to September and survey all users encountered. Trained surveyors will obtain the subject's name and address.
All questionnaires will be pretested. The pretest will be done using
two purposively selected audiences. The first audience will be a group
of thirty randomly selected undergraduate freshmen and sophomore students
in the Department of Wildland Recreation Management who have never run a
river. These individuals will be asked to complete each questionnaire
and specifically address the issues of question clarity and length. A
second group will consist of randomly selected individuals from a list
of names provided by outfitters of individuals who had run the river in
the 1979 season. This group will be able to deal with the questionnaires based upon actual participation in river recreation on the
Flathead River System. Pre-test results will be analyzed and necessary
revisions will be incorporated into the final questionnaires.
a.

Footnote: "An X will represent the exposure of a group to an
experimental variable or event, the effects of which are to be
measured; 0 will refer to some process of observation or measurement; the X's and O's in a given row are applied to the same
specific persons. The left-to-right dimensions indicates the
temporal order, and X's and O's vertical to one another are
simultaneous . . . a symbol R, indicating random assignment to
separate treatment groups (Campbell and Stanley, 1963, p. 6).
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Data resulting from questionnaires will be coded and keypunched for.
computer analysis. Standard statistical packages, like SPSS (Nie et
al. 1970) and SAS (Barr et al. 1976), available at the University of
Idaho will be used. Answers will include nominal, ordinal, interval
and radio level responses. Initial analysis of information will be
completed using descriptive statistics, like frequency, means, and
medians. Parametric and non-parametric statistics will be used when
testing hypotheses and inferences underlying the research objectives.
Data on desired psychological outcomes will be analyzed using cluster
analysis. Clusters of scale items will be defined according to confidence limits using the ICLUST program (Revelle 1979). The NORMIX
program (Wolfe 1971), a minimum variance clustering on the basis of
euclidean distance, will be used to group subjects according to definable outcome types. Relationships between outcome types and setting
attributes and management preferences will be measured using multivariate non-parametric and parametric statistical techniques (Nie et
al. 1977, Hayes 1973).
Research techniques employing both university students and recreationists as test subjects will be used to identify. and describe prot;otypic
images of the study area. The students will be u.tilized in the initial
phases of the study to develop prototypes which will subsequently be
presented to the recreation users of the river in the questionnaires
described in objective 1. It is realized that students may be atypical
but the use of ·students is deemed acceptable due to the exploratory
nature of this step which will identify prototypes·. Furthermore,
because a concept is being demonstrated there is little need for
generalizability at this point. The cost-effectiveness of using
students is an additional consideration.
Bias resulting from not using a group of subjects who have actually
experienced the study area environment to develop the prototypes will
be minimized by exposing subjects to a simulated trip down the Flathead
River using 35mm color slides taken at equal intervals along the
corridor. To avoid introducing bias as to what is representative an
impartial random view sampling procedure was used to collect the
photographs. The simulated trip approach will allow the researcher to
eliminate other intervening variables that may influence the recognition Of a particular feature. For example, a user might recall a
particular feature based on an experience such as falling out of the
raft next to the large oval shaped rock protruding from the water.
The simulated trip offers a way to control for such influences.
The procedures that will be followed to identify and describe prototypes are briefly described in the following steps:
1.

Develop a simulated trip down the Flathead River using 35mm color
slides. This was completed in August and September of 1979.
Randomly sampled views taken at equal intervals along the river
corridor were photographed and their approximate geographic
location recorded on U.S.G.S. 7~' topographic maps.
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2.

Randomly select 35-50 subjects (students) and expose them to the
slides that make up the simulated trip. Each slide will be seen in
the sequence that it would be encountered if the subjects had
floated the river. Each color slide will be left on the screen
for five seconds. A standard set of instructions will be developed
and used in this procedure.

3.

Using a free recall methodology (Klatzky 1975), subjects will be
asked to list and assign an importance rank to those attributes or
features of the river environment which they recall from the
simulated trip. This step will be conducted within a time period
(6-30 days after step 2) that assumes long term memory storage and
minimizes forgetting differences; These recalled attributes will
be utilized in procedure 9 described below.

4.

Subjects will view the similated trip for the second time and be
asked to rate how strongly they recognize and prefer each slide.
Recognition and preference will be measured using a likert-type
assumed interval scale. This. second viewing will take place
somewhere between 6 and 30 days after subjects are exposed to the
first simulated trip. Each slide will be viewed for 15 seconds.
This time allows for the two ratings to be made. "Distractors,"
slides from other rivers, and additional slides of the Flathead
will be included as controls. These should encourage subjects to
respond in accordance with actual recognition and discourage
guessing.

5.

Subjects will then be asked to sort pictures based on perceived
.similarities. The Q-sort technique (Kerlinger 1964) will be used.

6.

The data collected in procedures 4 and 5 will be used to group
scenes into categories. Similarity categories will result from the
Q-sort. Preference and recognition categories will be developed by
conducting a cluster analysis of slides using the resources on the
likert-type scales for preference and recognition. Clusters will
be defined according to a prescribed confidence limit imposed on
the analysis (.05 level) using Lhe ICLUST program (Revelle 1971).
These clustering techniques will provide categories· that can then
be tested for correlation. This will allow the relationships
between preference and recognition, similarity and recognition, and
preferences and similarity to be explored.

7.

Using the similarity, preference and recognition categories devel~
oped in procedure 6, subjects will be asked to define and rank
order within each category the features which they feel best
portray that category.
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8.

Slides assigned to each of the similarity, preference and recognition categories will then be ranked by the subjects according
to how well they represent the subject's image of that category.
This will give each scene a measure of prototypicality (Rosch and
Mervis 1975).

9.

Scenes that are assigned a high prototypical ranking in procedure
8 will be analyzed to determine which of. the attributes or. features identified in procedure 3 and 7 are present.

10.

Construct using photographic ·and/or graphic techniques a picture
or drawing that is made up of attributes listed as important for
each of the identified categories. These will serve as researcher
constructed prototypes.
·,

11.

Include in the mail-back questionnaire the researcher constructed
prototypes for each category, scenes that received the highest
and lowest prototypicality rating within each category, and a
series of detractor scenes. These would then be rated by the
sampled river users on the same prefel:'ence and recognition scales
that were used in the development of prototypes.

12.

Recognition ratings of the prototype and.detractor scenes obtained
from respondents to the mail questionnaires will be used·to test
a series of hypotheses that will allow the researchers to infer
the existence or non-existence of prototypes for the Flathead
River. The data analysis will utilize multivariate, non-parametric and parametric statistical techniques (Nie et al. 1977,
Hayes 1973, ·Revelle 1979, Wolfe 1971).

Methodology for Objective 4:
The objective is to establish and monitor selected observable human
impacts for a series of sites along the North, South and Middle Forks
of the Flathead River throughout the recreation use season. The
emphasis will be on monitoring change related to human use and to
establish baseline reference information for future comparisons. The
study sites will be identified and selected in conjunction with agency
managers. These study sites will include both places that are presently used and sites that are currently Unused but have potential for
recreational use. Some sites will be seiected randomly and others
will be purposively sampled.
The photometric index method of collecting data (Sullivan and Kipp
1975) will be used to collect and measure the impact data. This
method employs repeated photographs from the same point on each site.
From these photographs, impact data is collected for each square foot
of the site using a reproducible calibrated overlay grid which compensates for depth-of-field and changes in perspective of the photographed site.
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To prepare the calibrated overlay grid a clean dry surface is marked

off in a 6 foot by 16 foot rectangle with masking tape. The rectangle
is then divided into two-foot squares and a photograph is taken from a
position six feet beyond the mid-point of the short side at a camera
height of six feet above the surface. A 5" x 7" black·and whit!!
photograph is developed and printed. A sheet of clear acetate is then
placed over the photo and the masking tape grid is traced in black
ink. Each square is then further divided into four squares, dividing
an area that represents four square feet into one foot squares (squares
at the top of the overlay are smaller than those at the bottom). This
grid overlay wiil be used to rate the amount of each variable in all
photog.raphs taken a.t sampled sites.
An index will be constructed for each variable to be monitored over

time. These variables are:. (1) bare mineral soil; (2) shrub cover;
(3) herb cover; (4) organic litter cover; (5) man-made litter; (6)
man-made a:rtifact.s; and (7)

vegec.a"C~on

damage.

Variables to be

recorded for each site on a one time basis include: (1) elevation;
(2) slope; (3) aspect; (4) slope position; (5) habitat type; (6)
parent· material; and (7) microtopography.
Changes over time will be measured by comparing index values for each
variable measured over time. Nominal classifications such as habitat
types will be correlated with index changes which we are assuming represent interval data.
Presently it is estimated that 62 sites will be monitored, Each site
will be monitored 3 times during the peak river use season. This procedure wiil be conducted both years and a photographic.recordmaintained. This method was selected over others that ·wen~ reviewed
(Fris'sell 1965, 1973; Helgath 1973; Magill 1970) because of its simplicity, reproducibility, ease of application and .low cost.
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